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JOHNSON AND FLYNN
READY FOR BIG FIGHT.

10

(By Special Leased Tnre io New Mexican)
East Las Vegas, X. M., July 2.
With a conference scheduled for to-- l
ight between Champion Jack Johnson
Ms opponent, Jim Flynn, and Referee
Ed Smith over the rules which will
s
govern the coining fight, final
for the fourth of July battle
were underway today. Both fighters
appear satisfied with their condition
and little remains to be done in the
way of training.
Since they finished boxing a couple
of days ago both Johnson and Flynn
have taken it easy. They are taking
in j
III Luautra vim Lilt; 115111 umj
and
days away. A little roadwork
light gymnasium exercise make up the
day's work in each camp. Railroad
officials said today that seven special
trains loaded with fight fans had been
reported as due within the next two
days. Promoter Jack Curley declared
today that he was well satisfied with
the prospects of a big crowd on the

Enjoyed a Revisit to His Old
Stamping Ground in
Clayton
OFF RIGHT

Game and Fishing Licenses Are
Now Being Issued Directly
From Office.

NO.

2. 1912.
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It Unanimous.
Will Be Nominated and Platform Adopted at Session
Remarkable in Politics.
-V-

121

Oregon, Wilson 10.
Pennsylvania, Wilson 70.
ALLOON
Rhode Island, Wilson 10.
Smith Carolina, Wilson IS.
South Dakota, Wilson 10.
Tennessee, Wilson 2 4.
LASH
Texas, Wilton In.
Utah, Wilson S.
Vermont, Wilson S.
Vanniman, His Brother, and
Virginia, Wilson 21.
Washington, Wilsou 11.
Their Crew, Meet Death
WVst Virginia, Wilson 10.
in Midair
2S.
Wilson
Wisconsin,
Wyoming, Wilson li.
Alaska, Wilson fi.
GREAT AEBIALCATASTRDPHE
District of Columbia, Clark G.
Hawaii, Wilson fi.
Porto Rico, Wilson fi.
These states then cast their votes as Three Thousand People Looked
follows:
on as Big Airship Broke
California, Clark 21: Wilson 2.
in Two.
Ohio, Clark 1; Harmon 12; Wilson

He W as Selected On Forty-Sixt- h
Ballot, Receiving a Total
of 990 Votes Out of 1088 In Big Convention. " New
York Swung Into Line for Him and Moved to Make

prepa-lation-

SMS

U

DID

They Will Meet Tonight With Referee
and Talk Over Rules of Coming
Battle on Fourth.

AO 00 fi

TREASURY

MEXI

ice-President

:!.":

tw

absent.

HFf

.North Carolina, Wilson 21.
Governor McDonald returned last
Atlantic City, X. J., July 2.
evening from a very enjoyable trip to
Marshall for Vice President.
To-nigh- t.
Melvin Yaniiuan and crew of
Clayton, Union county. Mrs. MeDon- t he
of Wilson
After
nomination
seven were killed here this
aid and party will return overland' in
the next order of business was the
Governor McDonald
an automobile.
when the dirigible balmorning
Promtsomipaiions for vice president.
loon Akron which intended to
who visited Clayton frequently fifteen
unit 21! votes
were Governor
mentioned
inently
cross the ocean, exploded half
and more years ago, was greatly
The
X
Convention Hall, Baltimore.
ballot resulted as X A GREAT HOUR SAYS WIL- - V Marshall of Indiana, Governor Burke
a mile in the air.
pleased w ith the growth and progress
follows:
'X
SON.
Md., July 2. Woodrow Wilson,
t
r
n
t
s
R
o:
e
e
e
a
ive
XorthDakota
p
of the I'nion county seat. There was
Total 10SS.
Sea Girt, X. .., July 2. Gov.
governor of Xew Jersey and a
jV
Folk of!
Henry of Texas;
every evidence of prosperity, the coun-- fourth.
3ufi.
V
vewas
Wilson
seated
Clark,
on
X
was
the
Progressive Democrat,
of (By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican
Kern
and Senator
Missouri,
Special Trains From East.
try round about is settling up with sub629.
X
randa
of
the
Wilson,
X
"Little White V Indiana.
nominated on the forty-sixtAtlantic City, X. J., July 2. In viewHe expects, from his own advices,
stantial citizens, many new homes
99.
IN House" with .Mrs. Wilson and
bal'ot, as Democratic nominee Xj Underwood,
er three thousand spectators, the big
have been built in late years, a new that several additional trains from the
Confusion Halls Roll Call
27.
X his ilaughteis when he received
Harmon,
canThe
for
other
president.
electric light and power and water east, west and south will be necessary
Great confusion interrupted the roll dirigible balloon Akron was shattered
X news of his nomination
Foss, 27.
from
V didates released their suppor- call.
plant is in the course of construction to carry sportin enthusiasts from disB?.llot.
Forty-FiftBeli, of California, attempted by the explosion ot the gas baa; at
his
managers.
Xi
ters. The vote stood:
and the people seem to manifest the taut points. The main attendance will
California's vote and was fi::!s this morning, a half mile off shore
:to
"The
is
explain
as
as
honor
V
great
Clark, 84.
V C'ark,
was over Abseeon inlet. Melvin Vaniman,
The convention
howled
proper progressive spirit. On Saturday be drawn from nearby points, howev-- X
down.
can come to any man by the V
Wilson. 03:1.
Wilson, 990.
who had built the airship, with the
afternoon, Governor and Mrs. MccDon-al- er, and they will come by any.meansjV
V nomination of a party," he said. X 'eager to hear the announcement of
97.
Underwood,
N
Harmon, 12.
idea, of flying across the
Atlantic
were guests of honor at a reception of transportation that may be handy, jX
V "especially under the circuin- - V Wilson's nomination which had now
25.
Harmon,
Absent, 2.
ocean; Calvin Vaniman, his younger
at the home of Traveling Auditor and from burros to automobiles
Xj Foss, 27.
become
I
apparent.
stances.
it
hope appreciate
When Ollie James, chairman
The arena, work on which has been
Mrs. Earnest and practically the entire
at its true value, but just at Xl Delegate Moore of Ohio, took the brother: Fred Elmer, Walter Guest,
Washington's vote on the
of the convention, announced
N
(, gP nounuion, nis crew, were
the Harmon il'm
city turned out to pay their respects, completed, is said to have a seating
this moment. I teel the tremend- - N platform and released
ballot was questioned and a
Should
that Mr. Wilson had been nom- - X
instantly killed. Xo trace of their
and in the' evening they were honored capacity of 15,000 persons.
ous
delegates.
X
it
involves
led
much
to
jX
discussion
responsibility
and
poll
delay.
that number of spectators actually ar-- i
with a ball at the opera house.
inated, there was a great dem- - V
Senator Stone of Missouri moves bodies lias been discovered. The diriV even more than
I feel
the X
Proxies Do Not Count.
rive, Las Vegas will be taxed to its
for
onslration which lasted
to make the nomination of Wilson by gible was sailing at a height of 1,000
Federal Court.
V honor.
An effort was made at the end of
feet and had been in the air since 6:15
most to accommodate them. Already
several minutes despite the
.1 , n v r. ni.rt rnn fflocn una pnlprpH
"I
wiili all my heart Xj acclamation.
o'clock when the accident occurred.
44th roll call by the Washington V that hope
the
lunch counters and coffee stands
.
quick
of
unanifact
X
made
that
nomination
Wilson's
the
many
the party will never have
delegates
in federal court m tne case of United;
She was a quarter of a mile south
made their appearance but it
were completely worn out.
mous at 3:?.:l p. m.
V delegation to vote proxies on a poll' of X reason to regret it."
States vs. J. W. VanWinkle, for tres- (have
of Brigantine Beach.
inChairman
that
will be a case of stand in line at best. V
James
delegation.
WilThe
nomination
of
Mr.
Missouri
Stood
Alamo
forest.
on
the
By
Champ.
pass
sisted upon maintaining his position,
It is not expected that the conferBalloon Burst in Middle.
son is regarded as a victory
Insurance Fees.
Governor Wilson said at one tiine
Senator Stone of Missouri, in be
no proxies should
that
between Referee Smith and the X for tlie
The huge envelope, containing thouformerly
taken,
lence
of
Chathe
Bryan wing
Clark
Insurance Commissioner Jacobo
of
the
half
released
convention
all
he
Clark
ruring
completely
Champ
in
voter!
he
much excitement
lhp ennvpntinn
will
sands of cubic feet of gas, was rent
Mr.
porty.
Bryan declared
ves yesterday turned over to the cor- fighters the develop
of receiving tlie nomination. delegates, at the same time saying
An appeal was taken from the con-- i e s;,ir
men having already de- by the terrific
explosion,
probably
of
most
all
he
X
$:1G0 of insurance tonight,
the
that
desired
w
commission
'"na
to
hen
vote
him
0,1
Missouri
for
the
would
poration
Prida)'evening
Speaker
vention but the chair whs sustained
caused by expansion from the sun's
'jclared for considerable freedom from
nomination of a progressive.
a
fees.
ot
o!
lai'K
received
Boston
the total end. Mayor Fitzgerald
majority
interference by the referee.
by a rising vote, which seemed almost i
rays. It burst near the middle. A
The nomination of Mr. Wil- vote Governor Wilson then wired to withdrew Governor Foss from consid- - mass
Game Licenses.
unanimous.
The fizhters it is said, will stimilatei
of (lames hid the ship from view.
his manager at Baltimore, William F. oration. By this time it was apparent
The Xew Mexican was in error when that the.e shnH 1)e no no,djng an(1 X son is the result of seven days
Woodrow Wilson lacked only 90
For perhaps ten seconds, the half
of
dele-to
4fith
on
almost
X
the
win
constant
release
the
and
Wilson
Wilson
would
McConibs,
the
licenses
'
that
balloting
game
it stated yesterday
votes on the 41th ballot, indicating aj
million dollar dirigible was invisible,
hitting and that they must take care
Mr.
to convention was in an uproar, delaying while the
in one of the most remarkable V
McComtis, according
would not be issued until July 15.jof themselves in the breakaways.!
air about the spot where she
strength possibly of nomination on 'gates.
Governor
a
told
X
the delegates the call for long while,
contests in the history of X the 45th ballot. It was reported that
Wilson,
They are being issued now but direct ;Ueferee Smitn win break th?m
had been hovering seemed to be all
iu,
,
Mr. Bryan was the center of inter-- names. The fire
American
from Game Warden T. C. de Baca's jpvent 0f an infraction of the
politics. The ba!- there would be a slump of Underwood they were released but they refused
disappeared, and thea
became the
office.
loting began with Mr. Clark
votes to Wilson, probably on the 45th to change their vote. During the time est as Wilson's nomination
hit rule.
ship, outlined against the sunrise,
most
noininahis
wanted
had
said
he
He
certain.
immediately
preceding
in
X
far
the lead but vote by
State Funds.
was seen to fall like a plummet. First
ballot, but certainly on the 4lTth if that
tion, the governor walked back ami, of all the nomination of a progressive. the understructure or
vote
the Wilson
suppor- - X many ballots were cast.
State Treasurer O. X. Marron start- PANAMA BONDS WILL
car, in which
on
forth
the
lawn, chatting informally
cut
Marshall Pleased With Wilson.
Mis- down the
were penned the unfortunate men,
ed the month of July right with the
Heavy Wilson Gains.
NOT BE ISSUED NOW. V ters
X sourian's lead until Mr. Wi!- - N
Wilson gained 108 votes on the 43d!""u
Indianapolis, Ind., July 2. Governor held in by a mesh work put on after
following remittances: Eugenio Romewoo cauie 10 ne oil iiiiliu 101
son won the fight. The nom- Thomas
ballot, the first cast today at the Dem- aiue iuwji
R. .Marshall of Indiana, this the second trip of tlie balloon three
ro, San Miguel county, $4,694.79; Cor- Government Has Nearly One Hundred
Mrs. Wilson and lloV
celebration.
to Governor weeks ago, unable to escape, broke
ination was then given him X ocratic national convention and the
. aiiei noun telegraphed
Million riollarn in Rtoraae for
poration commission $4,011!; secretary
had
been
keeping tally
break appeared at hand. Illi daughters
of State Antonio Lucero $20.25; Game
The last roll X hoped-fo- r
'
iX by acclamation.
Use on Big Ditch.
vote
for
,
the
.... , away from the envelope. It upended,
,.
.
increasing
nois' S delegates propelled the move !the steadily
'nten-.tpted
,
was
call
oi my aouii..v aim in the bow turning first in a slow arc.
Warden T. C. de Baca $8.50; insurance
tne
.
,
io
lengin
frequently
.
jx
JUTil
lie uwiu iimiitfu war
ana gams were made also tromj" CI 1IU1
.
fund $6.00.
fiuence, 1 purpose to work for your Then it reversed suddenly and plunged
,.
(Bv Special henxea TViro to New Mexican) X by disorders among the dele- - X ment
'fi" election."
downward. Direct above, twisting in
Connecticut,
Idaho,
Iowa,
With!
Louisiana,'
V
2
and
Cattle Sanitary Board Organizes.
X
D.
The
gates
spectators.
C, July
Washington,
"
,
was the bag. a smoking
o.th Carolinp'.jl;rs- both Hepublicans and DemocraV
Maryland, Michisan;
At Albuquerque yesterday, the State nearly one hunered million dollars in,X New York delegation which had
..j npv(r asko(, anv dpleF8te to mc long
came
to
offer
their
congratulations;
C. U
Tennessee.
mass
of
and silk with flames
rubber
Virginia.
Wet
vote
Virginia
for
to
convention
Democratic
Cattle Sanitary Board
been so bitterly attacked by
each cash drawer of the treasury offi-;an
and
was
held
Impromptu reception
said the governor, "and I did shooting out from a dozen portions as
me,''
Ballard ot Kosweii, president; anu
Mr. Bryan and which consist- - X Wisconsin and Hawaii.
belief
that
the
expressed
today
t,1P
,aw"' A mi,e iiWay' a brass not
a majority "n
Wilson's vote was
J Linwood of Raton, secretary. In ad-- , it wil m)t ,)e necessal.y t0 issue addi.
expect the nomination for Presi- it collapsed. It fluttered a moment
etnly had voted against Wil- - X of the convention. It 602,
was the highest ,,!ln" had been he,d in rediess at dent except as a remote possibility. and then streaked down after the car.
, b
dition to these, the meeting was
ds for the (.onstruction of
Wilson, today swung into the
nas("an and lf was ""'liatel.v The nomination of Governor Wilson In the descent something appeared- to
vote he had received up to that time,
tended by Cole Railsion of Magdalena; the Panama canai for nearIy a year.
son column.
of ,129 cast for Mr. Clark 'Patched to the Wilson cottage when is eminently satisfactory to me."
be the body of a man shot out to the
and
the
vote
.
H. JacK ot Folsom and W. V
The convention recessed tin- was the lowest received by him in the iue news came oi ir.e governors nomleft of the wreckage and hit the water
xl
Cox of Organ Albuquerque was again
Harmon is Pleased.
til 9 o'clock tonight when a
ination.
before the rest of the descending
the
prolonged balloting. When the result
for headquarters of
selected
PROGRESSIVE CONVENTION
The governor played his golf game
ix candidate for vice president
Columbus, Ohio, July 2. After be- - mass. It was reported that this was
was
inced the demonstration for
board.
NEXT.
will be nominated and a plat- - X Wilton was as enthusiastic and pro- alone this morning and did not even ing informed that Governor Woodrow the headless body of Calvin Vaniman.
District Court.
a
had been nomi- - At 8:20 a. m. a
form adopted.
tracted as the weary delegates would keep score. He returned to the cot- Wilson of Xew Jersey
message was relayed
Xew York, July 2. The naGovernor ashore from rescuers
The injunction case, involving a
for
the
nated
about
time
tase
convention
the
the
presidency
that, this body
make. Wilson lacked only 121 of the
successful
sent
ditch right near El Rito, Rio Arriba
the
tional convention of the new
Harmon
Judson
began its session.
had been recovered.
to nominate.
necessary
was
vs.
Jaramillo
of
Gallegos,
candidate a telegram congratulating
county,
Progressive party will be held
ballot resulted in no
The forty-fiftBodies Entangled in Wreckage.
Convrntion
Hall, Baltimore, Md.,
heard before Judge E. C. Abbott in
him. When asked what he thought of
at Chicago, on or about August
or- chairs waving hats and flags.
forty-sixtballot
choice.
was
The
2.
con
The
Democratic
AVith it came the statement from
Robnational
July
of Governor Wilson Govselection
chambers today. The case of
the
1, it was announced late today
Senator Reed of Missouri, interposed
vention was called to order once dered.
ernor Harmon said: "I do not care to Captain Lambert Parker, of the Abseert M. Law vs. the Santa Fe Central
by Senator Dixon after a conUnderwood Withdraws.
objection to New York's request fori
at
m.
in
and
12:09
a
claim
p.
again
proceeded
about it now. You can eon federal life saving crew that this
Partway Company, involving
ference with Colonel Roosevelt
consent
to
unanimous
make
Wilson's; say Ianything
Senator Bankhead went to the
feverish haste to take up the ballot
with the support ac was true and that the other four memam
for salary, has been argued but the atsay
pleased
and a number of Roosevelt supto withdraw Mr. Underwood's nomination by acclamation.
bers of the crew were entangled in the
me
the
corded
ing. The delegates were tired and
boys."
by
torneys were given time to submit
said
ob-Dixon
Senator
!
The roll call went on because of
porters.
name. Bankhead spoke amid breath-havwreckage, beyond reach for the presof
to
worn
and
county
them
briefs. The Carrizozo-Lincolmany
appeared
His
Underwood Pledges
Support,
that the formal call for the conHe said Underwood had jeetions to suspending and making the
silence.
ent, in eighteen feet of water. The
Rss
in
lost
case will come up on July 11, on apinterest
the
proceedings
vention would be issued in Xew
nomination by acclamation.
Washington, D. C, July 2. Repre- - flight wag the second that the airship
proval of additional bond given by the
although they voted on every roll call, entered the convention hoping to be
fell
state
t entative Oscar W. Underwood
into
line
for
State
York in a day rr two by the
after
has
had taken this year. Vaniman took
n
nominee. But his chief desire was
The forty-thirroll call was ordered
people of Lincoln.
his nomination by an gmt the following telegram to Gover- - the Akron out for a short flight on
temporary committee on organof section- - Wilson, insuring
t0
eradicate
every
vestige
once.
Meet.
to
at
Board
Sheep
ization.
overwhelming majority
nor Woodrow Wilson at Sea Girt, Saturday morning June 1. At that
The Xew Mexico sheep sanitary
Balloting was resumed after brief a' feeling. That had now been
"Without the slightets desire to ex- X. J.:
time, the balloon was nearly wrecked
the
libera!
an
onstrated
at
support
by
given
board will meet at Albuquerque
The chair announced
any sentiment of rancor, I obgoing
on your by some of the mechanism
He would press
Alabama candidate.
cjirlv rlpto tn fix the riav for starting
would H
my
congratulations
demonstrations
that
"Accept
disorderly
reto
because
Missouri
be
wants
ject,
but it was landed without seriIt will be my pleasure to wrong
the dinning of sheep in the state. The' NOTHING TO SAY
and the galleries not be a party to the defeat of any corded on this ballot for Old Champ nomination.
not
be
tolerated
ous mishap.
The longest flight the
SAYS THE COLONEL.
United States bureau of animal inwould be cleared if necessary. The candidate.
Clark'' said Senator Reed in objecting support your candidacy to my utmost balloon made was last fall when it
I
to
over
the
come
time
has
the
"But
has
which
think
supervision
dustry,
ballot
resulted in no
to the acclamation motion.
When strength.
spent the greater part of the day in
News of Nomination is Communicated forty-thirrecognize that he cannot be nominated Missouri voted for Clark the delega- (Signed) "OSCAR W. UNDERWOOD." the air in the
dipping operations, is ready to prochoice.
He
One
But
to
Strenuous
vicinity of this city.
ceed with the dipping as soon as the
Illinois' individual standing was an-- , in this convention, nor can he be tion gave a cheer which was echoed
Declines to Comment on it.
All the Democratic senators on the
Akron Was Big Dirigible.
to
used
other
defeat
candidate,"
any
sheep sanitary board gives the order
nounced as Clark, IS; Wilson, 40; and
in the galleries.
floor up on the receipt of the news o
Atlantic City, X. J., July 2. In gento go ahead.
Bankhead proceeded.
California stood by Clark to the Woodrow Wilson's nomination joined eral
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the unit rule 5S votes were cast for
appearance, the Akron was not un
"Vice
a.
delegate
queried
president?"
j
Xew York, July 2. When the news Wilson.
last, but announced it would move in a congratulatory message to him. like iue America in which Walter Well'
JUDGE HANFORD FACES
floor.
from
the
Wilson gained eight more Clark
after the ballot to make the nomina- The message read:
man and Vaniman attempted to cross
SERIOUS CHARGE. of the nomination of Governor Wilson
"Xo," shouted Bankhead, "he will tion unanimous.
v. as communicated
to Theodore Roose- votes from Michigan.
and the coun tli Atlantic
cean in October, 1940,
"We
you
congratulate
not t irn from the important duties he
comChairman James formally declared try upon your nomination.
We ara but there were many differences 'n
The forty third ballot showed unusu-Committee of House Investigating Al- velt, he declined to make any
to
office
an
such
is
take
performing
he
ment. He said, however, that,
vicWoodrow Wilson the nominee of the confident of your overwhelming
al gains for Woodrow W'ilson. By the
the construction.
leged Immoralities of U. S.
as vice president."
would have something to say later.
convention for president of the UnitThe gas bag was 30 feet longer tha'i
time the roll call had been about
District Attorney.
Underwood would remain where he ed States at 3:;55 p. m. A tremendous tory."
that of the America but was smaller
completed, Wilson had gained was,
Support.
Pledges
Undervyood
doing his great constructive demonstration followed the announcein diameter.
Distastrous Fire at North Adams.
73 over his last vote.
Illinois had
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 2. Reprework, Bankhead went on, and he ex- - ment of Wilson's nomination by accomThe dimensions were: Length of bag
2.
The
to
became
5S
him
votes
and
it
thrown
Wash.,
Seattle,
July
of
not
know
did
Underwood
no
one
would
further
sentative
25S feet; diameter 47 feet.
The bag
Cheer after cheer swept
clamation.
mittee of the House of Representa- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) apparent he would pass the majority j pressed hope
inuntil
name
his
of
candidate
for
vice
Alabama
urge the
was made of a composition of rubber
North Adams, Mass., June 2. One mark.
the ha'l and was taken up by the the withdrawal
tives investigating charges against
He
formed by the Associated Press.
president.
and was constructed in Ohio.
crowds outside.
United States District Attorney Judge of the most disastrous fires that ever
Virginia Votes for Wilson.
in
Mr. Undervvool directs me to with- Beneath was the car, similar in
forty-sixtat said: "Senator Bankhead has been
The
ballot
ordered
Cornelius H. Hanford continued to visited North Adams destroyed a large
made
Virginia cast solid its 24 votes for dlaw his nanlc ,roln ,ilis convention,'
2:5!J p. in. was the final one and stood charge of my campaign and has
shape to the America, but longer, perhear testimony today regarding occa- section of the business district early Wilson
ena storm of cheers. Chair-- ; gaid Bankhead, amid impressive
amid
in
been
has
a splendid fight. He
haps 150 feet long.
;is follows:
sions when the judge was said to today causing an estimated loss of
Swanson of Virginia said Vir- - lfTnc.e a(iding a tribute of thanks from
tire charge of my candidacy and acts
The bottom of the car was comhave been intoxicated.
The Empire Theatre, Wil21.
Wilson
$000,000.
Alabama,
in view of the emergency Vnderwood for tlie sincere and loyal
for me.
posed of a round steel tank two feet
The committee was inclined to go son's Hotel, the Empire Apartment ginio acted
0.
Wilson
Arizona,
which had arisen and while the dele--; support given him. He added that all
"The loyalty of the senator and his in diameter and about 100 feet long. In
deeply into testimony regarding the House and Sullivan Bros. Furniture
Arkansas, Wilson IS.
had been divided it had now de-- ; nis frjrads were now released to vote
e
gation
is a source of gratification to this tank was stored the gasoline. The
friends
woman
to
a
visits
supposed
California, passed.
judge's
building were destroyed.
termined to apply unit rule giving Wil - or whom they pleased
me
thank them for it. We have car was connected to the gas bag by
and
in a fashionable residence district.
Colorado, Wilson 10; Clark 2.
son solid vote.
succeeded in one thing, at least, and steel tubing of light construction. On
A flashlight, said to be a picture of!
Foss Also Drops Out.
Wilson 11.
Connecticut,
West Virginia added her 1C C'ark
have impressed the country and our to) of the tank was a platform of two
Colorado changes to Wilson 12.
Judge Hanford taken by a detective a3
FINED SIX AND
Mayor Fitzgerald took the platform
votes to W ison amidst tumultuous
6.
he was entering the woman's house,
party that a southern man can be a inch boards and on this rested a one
Wilson
Delaware,
CENTS.
and withdrew Foss, saying that the
hundred horsepower motor, two of 80
cheers.
candidate for the presidency.
at night was submitted as evidence.
5.
Wilson
7; Clark
Florida,
Massachusetts delegation will support
ballot resulted as i Wilson.
The forty-thir"I will support the nominee of the horsepower, one 17 horsepower motor
Judge Hanford's accusers declare
Georgia, Wilson 2S.
Pa., July 2 Rev.
Pittsburg,
follows:
I
convention, whoever he may be and and a small dynamo.
they will bring further evidence of his
Idaho, Wilson 8.
Dr. W. D. McFarland, a promSenator Stone speaking for Clark,
The 100 horse power was used for
in puolic
shall spend my time working for the
having been intoxicated
Illinois, Wilson 5S.
inent educator who was found
Clark, 329.
leleased the Clark delegates, and it now
two vertical proiiellers and the
the
conchosen
at
be
the
will
30.
which
Wilson
places.
)
ticket
602.
of
Indiana,
be
of
seemed certain that Wilson would
Wilson,
guilty
causing the death
two large motors for the two
other
26.
Wilson
vention."
I nominated
his secretary, Elsie Dodds Coe
Iowa,
Vnderwood, 95
by acclamation.
of
orientable proiiellers.
pairs
Mr. Underwood heard later by long
Kansas, Wilson 20.
Stone said that the delegations were
by an operation, was sentenced
Harmon, 28.
These propellers could be turned
Wilson
20.
withdrawal
of
the
NEW MEXICO DELEGATES
to
vote
for
distance
whom
Kentucky,
free
27.
telephone
today to serve one year in jail,
they
Foss,
perfectly
from the horizontal to the vertical and
SWITCHED TO WILSON.
and fined six and
Louisiana, Wilson IS; Clark 2.
of his name.
chose, but the Missouri delegation
Bryan, 1.
were used to raise or lower the ship.
re-- j
12.
Wilson
cents with costs.
on
for
all
ballots
Maine,
vote
would
Clark
Wilson Takes Annual Bath.
Kern, 1.
The small motor and dynamo were
16.
Wilson
A dispatch to the New MexiMaryland,
gardless of what others might do.
Without Result.
X. J., July 2. Governor used for electric lighting,, and to furForty-fourtSea
Girt,
can last evening from the New
Massachusetts, Wilson 3C.
Wilson was in the bath tub when the nish power to the wireless outfit. Some
nai.ot was oraerea
The
Mexico delegation at Baltimore
Rebels and Federals Clash.
Michigan, Wilson 30.
yofk gpoke fmm the platfonn pre.
votes
10
casts
Colorado
at
m.
icporter burst in and shouted to the of the supplies of the ship were also
1:01 p.
24.
Wilson
stated that enormous pressure
Minnesota,
vfew
of
Mgm
Xpw
the
,he
yo).k
genting
has stored on this platform. In the forIllinois
executive:
"Governor,
Wilson
20.
from all parts of the country is
for Wilson, and 2 for Clark.
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
conditions.
under
fast changing
Mississippi,
gation
to you."
gone
ward end of the platfonn were the
44th
36.
Clark
to
them
as
on
2.
the
Missouri,
bear
Wilson gained steadily
Rebels
being brought
Agua Prieta, Mex., July
Fitzgerald of New York, then moved
of
were
sounds
steering wheels and gears for conThere
vigorous
8.
WMlson
to throw their vote to W'ilson.
thus that the roll call be dispensed with,
Montana,
believed to be part of a force sent ballot progressed.
Mississippi,
but
room
bath
within
the
trolling the rudder and the stabilizing
splashing
Of the eight delegates, McGaf-feNebraska, Wilson 16.
north from Bachimba to enter the far solid for Underwood, announced a The nomination of Wilson was made
The governor's planes fore and aft.
no other response.
Veeder and Medley voted
Nevada, Clark 6.
state of Sonora preparatory to an In caucus and was passed. Pennsylvania, by acclamation.
three daughters danced with delight The sleeping accommodations for the
New Hampshire, Wilson 8.
for Wilson when the delegation
The convention rose en masse as
vasion by the main force of rebels in heretofore almost solid for Wilson,
strung
when they heard the news. A moment crew consisted of hammocks
4
amid
Wilson
was polled. On the final roundhim
Clark
New
fedfor
24;
cast the full seventy-siKew York's spokesman moved
this section are said to have met
Jersey,
later the governor sent word to the up in the car. The disaster came as
8.
New Mexico, Wilson
son's nomination by acclamation. The
up all he delegates voted for
eral troops. Fighting is believed to be
reporters that he was "perfectly
New York, Wilson 90.
Wilsou.
Wisconsin voted solidly for Wilson
in progress today near Bavisne, 80
frenzy of cheers swept the floor and
(Continued 'oir Page jFlve.)
Oklahoma passed.
SXSXXSX-S-XJSXXXJthe first time the delegation had voted galleries. Delegates stood on their
X' miles southeast of Agua Prieta.
j
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

s

" Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

WINTER

CEHT

GO.

TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1912.

who is charged with the theft of a
camera and a diamond ring from a
The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa room iu the Rawlins house on RailFe Citizens.
road avenue occupied by Riegier, a
chef at the Castaneila hotel in the
Don't mistake the cause of hack-ach- Meadow City.
ALL WRONG.

To be cured you must know
cause.
It is wrong to imagine relief is
cure.
Backache is kidney ache.
You must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resilient tells you now.
Tjhomas M. Eacu., Cerrillost St.,
Santa Fe, X. Mex says: "My faith
In Doan's Kidney
Pills is just as
strong today as when I publicly
recommended them in 1902. I was
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid off from work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills entirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
At that time my work brough on a
recurrence of the complaint.
I at
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
A medicine that
they gave me relief.
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Fosten-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
tlio

the

Quality and Large Variety of

M.

Killed Himself for Love.
Fred R. Oliver, aj;ed 22, shot himself through the litart at Denver in

the presence

of Mrs.

M.

Josephine

Rose and Miss Frances Adams. Both
wo:ui' assert tiie shooting was accidental, but the police declare it was
suicide. It is believed by the police
that Oliver was despondent over a
love affair. A letter addressed to Mrs.
Ina H. Mouat, La Veta, Colorado,
to be his sweetheart, was found
in his room.
It was written a few
minutes before Oliver went downstairs to clean his revolver.

d

Lively Sunday at Las Vegas.
The arrest of two 'drunks" and three
WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
"vags" was made. Quiun Elliott, the
first victim, charged with drunkenness,
was sentenced to 10 days in the city
jail. Frank Redman got $10 line for
diunkenness. George Smoot, a "bo",
was allowed to leave the city, and Ed
Ryan, a crippled hobo, was treated in
a similar manner.
P. Montano,
the
last of the crew, drew thirty days in
jail. Two of the arrests are credited
to Henry Sena, one to Special Officer
States.
Remember the name Doaa's and Newby, another to Pierce Murphy, and
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
take no other.
the last to Saita Fo Officer Xorris.
Charged with assault by words and asALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
sault and battery, Manuel Gallegos
THE SLEEP.
Of all the thoughts of God that are
was fined $25 and costs for the first
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
offense and ?10 and costs for the latBorne inward1 unto souls afar.
ter. Mis. AI. Romaldo Becker was the
Along the Psalmist's music deep,
Now tell me if that any is,
complainant.
For gift or grace, surpassing this
Phone Black "He giveth His beloved sleep?''
Hurt in Cave-iat Madrid.
An unknown laborer was taken to
What would we give to our beloved?
Albuquerque from Cerrillos on Xo. 7
The hero's heart to be unmoved,
Sunday night and taken to St. Joseph's
The poet's
harp, to sweep, hospital for treatment. He was sufThe patriot's voice, to teach and rouse, fering from internal injuries received
Iola
DHOTI
TCMCMT Dawson Coal
in a mine at Madrid, and
The monarch's crown, to light the 'in a cave-iSawed Wood
El Toro
orows?
is said to be in a precarious condi-- !
"He giveth His beloved sleep."
tion.
Southern Corner Plaza,
ALL CASH PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe. Telephone

AND

No. 40.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

Is

n

45

star-tune-

kT
rvniLttm; CLintm

n

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

"Sleep, soft beloved!" we sometimes
say,
Who have no tune to charm away
Sad dreams that through the eyelids

of Building Materials.

All Kinds

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

i

Phone, Red

100

100

Phone, Red

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Seal

A"DLRcsTAiL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP,
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN

LIVERY CO.,

FIRST CLASS LIVERY RIGS.
Also

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310 San

Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Lightning Kills Cow.
Lightning struck and killed a cow
at G. W. Smithson's ranch on the
cree
Lincoln county, Sunday
creep;
night.
But never doleful dream again
Some miscreant stole a $G5 saddle
Shall break the happy slumber, when and Xavajo blanket from T. N. Hobbs
"He giveth His beloved sleep.''
last Saturday night, the saddle and
blanket were found in a gully on MonO earth, so full of dreary noises!
day where they had evidently been
O men, with wailing in your voices!
hidden. The rain of Sunday night
O delved gold, the wailers heap!
had washed the blanket down the
O strife, O curse, that o'er it fall!
gully to a culvert under the railroad
God makes a silence through you all,
track and was found by some men reAnd "Giveth His beloved sleep."
pairing the track, the saddle had remained where it had been hidden, beHis dews drop mutely on the hill,
ing too heavy for the water to move.
His cloud above it floateth still,
Though on its slope men sow and reap.
Lightning Causes Runaway.
More softly than the dew is shed
Mrs. J. C. Strawn narrowly escaped
Or cloud is floated overhead,
death in San Juan county as the re
"He giveth His beloved sleep."
sult of being caught in a runaway ac-- i
Yea, men may wonder while they scan cident . A terrific thunderbolt fright- A living, thinking, feeling man,
T. Foster of Crouch Mesa, who was
Confirmed, in such a rest to keep;
But angels
the standing in front of the Durango
say and through
word
lumber yard holding the reins. The
I think their happy smile is heard
team dragged him ten or fifteen yards
"He giveth His beloved sleep."
but finally got away and ran down
toward the Dooley bridge.
Mrs.
For me. my heart that erst did en
Strawn was on her way to the Penin- Most like a tired child at a show,
sula driving her horse to a light
That sees through years the juggler's buggy. She did not see the runaways
lean
until they were right upon her and
Would now its wearied vision close,
was unable to get out of the way.
Would childlike on His love renose.
They crashed into the rear of the
Who "Giveth His beloved sleep!''
to
buggy smashing it practically
wood and throwing her to
And friends, dear friends when it kindling
the ground.
shall be
That this low breath is gone from me.
Elk on Way to Portland.
And round my bier you come to weep,
Fifty Ellis of 'Newark, X. J., passed
Let one, most loving of you all,
through La my on Santa Fe train Xo.
Say, "Xot a tear must o'er her fail
o yesterday en route to the Elks' conHe giveth His beloved sleep."
vention in Portland. The trip is beElizabeth Barrett Browning.
ing made in two special Pullman cars
j

.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Noodle Order roc; a dlsn,

french

Kew York Chop Suey 60c.

Funds of Jack Curley Garnisheed.

a

THE STATE

E. W.

Flynn-Johnso-

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any othe
way. Good covereo hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
furnished commers'al men to take In
the surrounding to'ttna. Wir S'.nbudc
6tation

irL
Started

in Pimples. Nearly All One
Cheek Solid Sore. Very Fretful.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Face All Healed Up.

KinRsley. Mich.
"Last May my thirteen months" old baby had a sore come on
hor cheek. It started in four or five small
pimples and in two or
three hours' time spread
to the size of a silver dollar. It spread to her eye.
Then water would run
from tho pimples and
wherever that touched it
caused more sores until
nearly all one cheek and
up her nostrils were one
solid sore. She was very
fretful.
She certainly
was a terriblo looking
child, and nothing seemed
to bo of any use. Then
I got some Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment.
She tried to rub oft
everything we put on so that we would sit
and hold her hands for two hours at a time,
trying to give the medicine a chance to help
her, but after I washed it with Cuticura Soap
and then put on the Cuticura Ointment
they seemed to soothe her and she did not
try to rub them oft. It was only a few
days before her face was all healed up,
and there has been no return of the trouble
since. We thought that baby's face would
surely be scarred, but it Is not." (Signed)
Mrs. W. J. Cleland, Jan. 5, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout tho world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post-car"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.

.... $1.50 and $2.00

Per Day

n

Local Showers The rainy season
seems to have set in for good and local showers are predicted for tonight
and tomorrow. The maximum temperature yesterday was 76 degrees and
the minimum 51 degrees. The relative
humidity last evening was down to
32 per cent.
South and southeast of
the city heavy thunderstorms were
raging last evening between 9 and 10
o'clock.

-

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.
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Hardware We Have It

Pnone

14

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

fJET THE

YOU CAN

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK M JONES,

Fighting Dan McCool, a Civil War
Drama and a good one. It's at the
Elks' tonight.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH,

WATER CO.

nS.-

-

FIRE INSURANCE,

AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

s
CHILDREN NEED EXTRA
CARE IN HOT WEATHER.
to
Summer Heat Dangerous
Little Ones if Bowels Are
Neglected.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76

For Full Information Call,

The mother cannot do better for her
children than to train them, from infancy, to regularity of the bowels.
Chronic constipation in later lafe can
be avoided if the child learns early the
need for a daily evacuation of the
poisonous stomach waste.
There will, of course, be times when
the little one will become constipated
and bilious. In hot weather, especially, immediate attention is necessary, as
much serious illness results from inac
tive bowels. Salts, cathartics, purga-tives, and similar drastic irritants are
harsh and violent and only bring temporary relief while disturbing the
whole system. A gentle, pleasant bowel stimulant like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is far preferable.
Syrup Pepsin contains no narcotic drug, being
composed of simple laxative herbs
combined With pepsin, and acts gently,
hi a natural manner, on stoniaeh, bowels and liver. By thoroughly cleansing
tne bowels and removing the foreign
natter that irritates and inflames the
tissue, it will quickly check the. summer diarrhoea that is so weakening in
.
its effect.
Dr.
sell
Caldwell's
Druggists
Syrup
Pepsin for fifty conts and one dollar
a bottle, the larger size being intended for family use. A free trial bottle,
postpaid, can be obtained by writing
to Dr. W. b. Caldwell, 406 Washington
St., Vjonticello, Illinois.
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havior.

tion recently performed
for appendicitis.

at Cardan

y

Bitten in Nose by Skip
Tim, the
son 0f
S Burch, who lives sc;llth of Capl!
tan, Lincoln county,
bitten ln the
nose by a pole cat tfchlle
sleeping out
of doors. The bn wa8 taken t0 the
Pasteur institute at E Pas0 for treat.
ment.
fifteen-year-ol-

d

ws

Death of Aged Woman.
Mrs.'' Rafaelita Pena. seed 79 years.
diedat Las Vegas. Mrs. Pena is
by seven grandchildren. Jose A.
gallegos, Candolario Gallegos, J. J.
Gallegos, Mrs. Carlos Ortiz, Mrs. Apo- lonio Marquez, Miss Petra Gallegos,
Mrs. Adelaido Marques, and Mrs.
Prospero Baca.
sur-v''re- d

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and ai
the same time expert mechanics. Tour
ciders are always assured personal at

If Its

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS, Electricity

plays a most imporThe
tant part.
grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

I

desired.

POW
IN

rOTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

The Tailor

d

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.
4-

Phone 14.

HER

miring cvowd watching intently, Jackson attack(j
(le be(;r jn "schooners"
QlVart capacity.
He would Taise a
Operated on for
B'aJss to his lips and hold it there un- Appendicitis.
The little
the amber fluid disappeared into
eirl of Mr
and Mrs. Albert Pfingsten at Capitanj what seemed to be a cavern of limit- -

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

h

'

THE ALBANY HOTEL

THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE BUY.
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
CUSTOMERS
AND
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW AND DON'T WANT
TO
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.

The
less extent.
contents of
"schooner" after "schooner"
disap
peared in the same general direction,
while the clock ticked off the minutes.
By the terms of the verbal contracl
Jackson was compelled to drink one
jand
quarts, per minute,
and he did it.

over-steppe-

Rooms With Bath,

GEE

Hart, the architect, this morning filed garnishment proceedings
against the funds of Jack Curley and
other promoters of the
Sold Big Wool Clip.
Aaron Eiehwald of Cuba. Sandoval fight which are in the local banks. Mr.
Hart some time ago brought suit for
crunty, yesterday sold at Albuquerque, the
collection of a claim against Curhis wool clip of 100,000 pounds.
ley for drawing plans for an arena.
The garnishment action is taken unMarriage License.
A marriage license was issued
at der that suit. Las Vegas Optic.
Las Vegas to Carolina Crespin, aged
He's Some Tank.
18, and Francisco Duran, aged 31. Both
Resident of Belleville,
Missouri,
are residents of San Geronimo.
gathered about the bar of Mein
Freund's place, on Witch's hill, whei
Beat His Wife.
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Ricardo Madril of Oid Albuquerque, Tony Jackson, a coal minor, volunto
of
two
teered
drink
bc.er
was yesterday sentenced to B0 days in
gallons
in
EXPRESS LINE.
the Bernalillo county jail for heating seven minutes provided the b.eer was
his wife and breaking up his house- paid for by the proprietoy,
August
Phone Red 161.
Graf. The proprietor
hold furniture while drunk.
agreed on con- Leave Orders at Butt Bros.
dition Jackson would p.,iy for the beer
Drug Store
if he could not drink n. "I'm not in
Couldn't Behave Himself.
to condition," explained Jackson, "but I
Scotty Dean was committed
jail the end of last week at Carri-zoz- believe I can wl.a'.". He had just
the allow- drunk half a gajlon and had returned
having
ance made by the court for a sus- to the saoon., ,or
wnen Grafs
pended sentence during good be- proposition was made. With the adAROUND

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Car-rizoz-o

ERUPTION

You cannot get up to date prlntlr
unless you have
and facilities. The New matei,
Mexi ean
Printing Company has both, and at
Alleged Thief Brought Back.
the same time expert
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez returnYour orders are always assure,;. De
ed to Las Vegas from Denver bringing
with him J. R. Clipfel, alias Crowley,
"

medr,,.

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas county.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F, J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
to my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 188C.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public
Ha'l's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power
4 Horse

A

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.troublf

Motorcycle without a doubt with
left at the factory

104Galisteo Street
LIGHT. SILENT ASD RELIABLE.

Washington

Phone Black 223.

Qoods Called for and Delivered.

REPAIRING AND

UPHOLSTERING.

cities in Europe and America.

Avenue.

Step Ladders,
Screens and
Screen Dcors
FURNITURE

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest

101

J.F.RHOADS

PASH BRGS.,Agts

Santa Fe.

Telephone

157 W.

SANTA

FE, N. M

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
to the Statutes ot New Mexico, new when you can get them already printState torai, tor sa'e by th
N; ed at the New Mexican Printing
Mexican Printing Company.
Company.
All legal blanks

prepared according

TUESDAY, JULY

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE. X.

2, 1912.

FOR

BRILLIANT

IN THE PUBLIC EYE

That is the nature of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription the one remedy for
g
drugs. Made from native
women which contains no alcohol and no
medicinal forest roots. Dr. Fierce tells its every ingredient on the
Prominent physicians and some of the best medical authorities endorse these
aihnc-ntand weaknesses
ingredients as being the very best known remedies ior
peculiar to women.

Hi
I ! t II !

habit-formin-

bottle-wrap-pe- r.

k

WILL

Capt. Brogan.

Paul A. F. Walter of the New Mexican has annexed Hill Uiogan formerly
of the Albuquerque Herald and he
rover did a better job in his life. Capt.
feel
what
and
write
to
loll
ii
"I
you
my duty
Ky., says:
Progan "Sunny Bill" Brogan or Handyour mcdieines Ir.ivr dono r inn. I was a, jrrvmt sufferer some William"
Brogan as he is varinm
to
but
iiliiir
I
fro::i
:i trou';!.' i:
for six yours
women,
one of the best newsthankful to say. afbT takir.-- four bullies of your 'Favor! W ously known, is
I am not bothered with that dreadful disraso paper men New Mexico has ever seen
and with his coining the New Mexican
any more. I feel like a iv.v woman. When I firt wrote
rounds out a staff that is hard to beat.
you for advice I only weighed l'.." pounds now I wehrh K'..1.
"I thank yu very much for your kindness. You havo 1' has been the privilege of the editor
Brogan's ac
been a ; a father to me in advising me what to do, so may of the News to make
quaintance and his personality is on a
Cod bl
you hi every effort you put forth for good.
"I hope tliis testimonial will bo tho moans of some poor par with his newspaper work. Pecos
Valley News.
suffering woman socl;i! health."
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TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAIN

PICTURESQUE
l- -

H

e de

mm

The following are the tiaie tables
of the

loc-i-

railroads:

'6
a. m., to connect w.ih No.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10 a. m.

b:lo

Last Year's Event Will Be Eclipsed-Ju- ly
Day Chuck Full cf Happenings-Histor- ic
Great Annual Fiesta.

j

Fifth, Will Be a
Setting of

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at. 3:30 p. m. to
D. &. R. G. Ry.
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Leaves 10: on a. m. for north.
I eastbound.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.,
Refjriiing arrive at Santa Fe 5 p. in
material for historical pageants. AH
Leave Santa Fe at l!:20 p. ni. to co
NEW MEXICO
RY
the details of the DeVargas entry have
been carefully worked out from the neet with No. 7 westboutii and No. 4
I.eave 12:43 p. :u., connects
No. 1 east and t south and west.
pages of De Vargas1 own diary, and eastbound
Returnin
the pageant to be witnessed here next
arrive Santa Fe at S:3o
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
Thursday will be as nearly historically p. m.
,
accurate as it can be made.
While ihe formal occupation of ttiei
city by the Conquistadores w ill be the
main teature ol the day s program,
other entertainments have been provided. A program of the entire celebration follows:
Program.
10 to 12 a. in
.Music in the Plaza,
playing of Spanish and .Mexican airs.
10 a. in.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
Fancy shooting in Cienega
by Captain Hardy.
SAME
TH!N(i FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
11 a. ni.
Opening of the Spanish
YOUR
REJHHMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSINESS,
Fiesta in the Plaza.
12 m.
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
Spanish liinner at Lorettoi i
Bt'SY
Auditorium.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
Arrival of Cleveland drays,
p. m.
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
ercorted from depot to armory by the
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
reception committee and Santa Fo
band and San Juan Indians.
1:30 p. in. Pageant forms at
Chapel.
2:30 p. m. De Vargas, accompanied
One-lin- e
inches teiig
15c
Stamp, not over 2
soldiers and
by his officers, friars,
Each additional line on stamp
Pueblo Indian allies enters the ouIQc
tskirts of the city.
One-lin- e
over 2
and not over 3
inches long. . 20c
5tanp,
2:.'10 p. m.
takes
DeVargas formally
Each additional line on stamp
J5c
possession of the city of Santa Fe in
One-lin- e
the name of his Catholic .Majesty, King
and not over 5 inches long
stamp, over 3
25c
Charles II of Spain, in front of the
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
Palace of the Captain General.
One-lin- e
10
Stamp, over S Inches long per inch
I
dances
p. in. Indian ceremonial
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
and races at Federal Place.
!) p. in.
Spanish dance at Armory.
on Stamp count as two Knes).
In the morning, from ten to twelve,
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
the Santa Fe band will play in the
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type ased is
Plaza. The music for this concert has
been carefully selected, and will be
over one-ha- lf
inch in size, we charge for one line for each
or Mexican
composed of Spanish
one-ha- lf
or fraction.
inch
pieces exclusively, excepting the national aiUhem with which the program
DATES, ETC.
closes.
Local Dater any town and date, for
inch
53C
Program.
Mexican National Hymn
Nuno
Ledger Datcr month, day and year in
inch
50c
2.
"Zacatocns," Mexican March....
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Inch...
35c
fl. Codina
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch... 25c
;1.
"Salad y Pesetas," Sehotlische.
Defiance Model Band Dater
Juv. Rosas
1,59
4
"Andalusiaii Serenade". ('. Bonnet
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp arid Weod Cut
1.S0
". "Carmen,1' Grand Selection from
Pearl Check Protector
Bizeit's Opera
Beyer
SELF-INKIN- G
C.
de
"Recuerilo
Cadiz," Fandango
STAMP PADS.
A. Schwartz
por
4,
IS cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts ; 2
x3
25 cts;
7.
"Manana," Chilian Danz
2
35 cts;
x 6, 60 cts ; 4 13
z 7 2, 75 cts ;
lean M. Missud
5
x 9, 85 cts. AH colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts
4
"Ii Sorella,"1 Spanish March
bottle.

Manager George Melford, for
the Kalem moving picture people is delighted with Santa Fe.
He brought with him Ion actors
who will assist in staging the
DeVargas pageant.

lias. Coffey.
edition, answers hosts
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, newly revised
about which every woman, sngle or married ought to kcow.
of delicate r;i-:- '

p. ni.
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points should noV
leave at. 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore.
Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:ou p. m. instead of 2:2t

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

Leave

s

l

Leave Santa Fe at S:50 p. m. to con.
nect with No. S eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30

j

Hon. Charles L. Hunt.
Charles L. Hunt, ihe recently appointed register at the V. S. land office
Three hundred and twenty years ago
Las been a resident of Tnina county,
WIFE MAKES PLEA
years old, has simplest faith in her New Mexico about ten years. He was Diego De Vargas, newly appointed govof Xew .MexFOR CONVICTED MAN. father's innocence. She is often heard born in
St. Louis where he attended ernor and captain general
to remark among her playmates, "I
El Paso
and later entered college and ico, pushed northward from
'school
Mrs. A. Ellison and Little Children De- know papa is innocent, for mama and graduated with high honors. Ho is a del Norte, now El Paso, Texas, with l!0
I have known him all our lives."
The
and :i friars,
clare Their Faith in Innocence
businessman
and is well soldiers, 00 Indian allies
t
still smaller girl says, "papa, I know thorough
the
for
indeed
a
force
pitiful
of Convict.
to
equipped for the high position
of the vast territory which had
you will get out when you 'peal your 'which he has been
and
will
appointed
case. The baby girl, who is only no
doubt fill the position to the satis- been wrested from the Spanish King
Among the pathetic stories that
and a half years old, has great
12 years before
abound behind the pray walls of the three
faction of all. He came near being by the Pueblo Indians
in her papa.
faith
She
little
(KSSO).
the
army made
says:
Swiftly
"Papa,
nominated last fall as representative
state prison here, is that of the unget out, 'cause .Mr. Dow and Mr. Dow from our county and was
a delegate its way up the Rio Grande valley, pas
swerving faith by a mother and her er will take him out." The
i oc.nm.
only thing (n
etnto
email
ilrtron ii n moi, F..tir.H mliltlHis high or- - sing liy santo Domingo ami
tlint Mr. r.mson win take witn mm tier of
. ,
.
....
,
of which were found to he aban
,
V.
jboth
is
Ho
a
all.
a
by
ability
recognized
tune gin as a keep-sakjury oi sutaciiing
uj
will be a photograph
has been successful as a ranchman and doned.
in a hotel at Roswell and who is now
of his wife and children, taken just has a
Finally, in the early morning of the
beautiful home near lone where
confined here pending the outcome of
day of their march they
an appeal to the supreme court. If before they received word of his he has a large body of grazing land. twenty-thirtrouble.
represents We welcome him and Mrs. Hunt to the reached Santa Fe and surrounded the
the appeal fails, he will probably spend Mrs EllisonThe photograph
reading a fairy story. Theif;(im (Mty of Nw Mpxjco wl)ere we town, cutting off the water supply
the balance of his days behind prison smiles of
the little girls may be seen hope
and all communications with the outwalls and never again see his wife and
prosperity and happiness will side.
as they gather around the arm of their ever continue
to
be their lot. Clayton
children.
The man was brought here
mother's chair."
After the Pueblo revolt, 12 years beCitizen.
Sunday. He is A. Ellison of Roswell,
MRS. A. ELLISON.
had
fore, the Tauos, from Calisteo,
A Roswell paper publishes the wife's
abandoned their own village and had
When
"Went"
SAD
Papa
Away.
DEATH
OF
MISS
which
is
follows:
as
appeal,
to Santa Fe where they had
A most pathetic scene was witnessed
ELSIE SCOTT. moved
A. Ellison, who was tried and constrongly fortified the Plaza and the
at the local depot this morning when
victed here for the assault on a
A. Ellison, late of McAllister, Okla., Young Woman Came Here From Mis- Royal buildings tThe Old Palace.)
girl, leaves for Santa Fe for
The Tauos now defied De Vargas to
souri too Late to Save Her Life
safe keeping. Mr. Ellison has appeal started in company with Sheriff C. R.
do his uttermost, declaring that they
and
the
other
hitter's
Was Victim of Consumption.
deputies
ed his case and believes he will still ' Young,
would far rather fall by the sword than
His wife will 1 riaoners for Santa Fe, where Ellison
prove his innocence.
to surrender and that they would hill
Miss Elsie Scott, Hi years old, dietl not
remain in Roswell and use every ef- - is t0 sljend the remainder of his life
only all the Spaniards but every
in tm? state Penitentiary.
Mrs. Ellison last night of tuberculosis after a lin- fort to carry her husband's
appeal
Indian who should join them
cowardly
ehildren
tha
and
the
wept
bitterly
Bering illness. She was brought here Thp Cap1ilin General, however, hoping
through. Mrs. Ellison savs she knows;81"1
'
as
the
almost
'"other
collapsed
by her parents from Blue Eye Mo.,
ther husband is innocent, and looks
butju rea.h a pei ef, seiement of the
h ei s were led in to the train. The scene was so ill that the Xew .Mexico sun
for muTiv hiinm- ,i...v
iisue disregarded these taunts, and ofhim.
The oldest girl, who is eleven was one of the most pathetic witness- shine and pure ozone could not aid her. fered full
pardon for past offenses if
ed in this city for some time. The The grief stricken parents will depart,
mother and three children are almost this afternoon for the old home taking they would but surrender. The friars
seconded him with their pleadings
Ellison, it will be remem- with them, the body of their daughter ably
penniless.
and
thus the day was spent. Howbered, was convicted on the charge ot tor burial in .Missouri.
The body was ever, before
night fell the Indians
a serious offense
havi.ig committed1
prepared for interment by the
thought better of the matter and surMr.
of
upon the
daughter
L'ndenaking Company of this rendered, and Santa Fe again became
B rati field. Roswell city.
and Mrs. doe
a. loyal Spanish city without, the strik
Record.
ing of a blow or the shedding of a
SPEAKER CLARK HAS
single drop of blood.
LAS VEGAS, N. M..
President of State University.
AGAIN BEEN FOUND.
This, in brief, is the historic episode
July 4th, 1912.
upon which the De Vargas nay PageDr. David Ross Boyd, recently elect- He Arrives in Baltimore, Shuns the ant, to be held here next Thursday,
For the above occasion the ed president of the state university
July .", is based.
Newspapermen and Does not Go
Santa Fe will sell tickets from at Albuquerque took charge of that
Near Big Convention.
Through the streets of this ancient
Dr.
He succeeds
yesterday.
all points on their line to Las
capital will march the little band of
Edward McQueen Gray, who is shortly
De Vargas and his ofM- Vegas and return at one and to be raised
xIcan) Conquistadores,
to the priesthood
in (By apeciai Leased wireo Xew
Ch. Borel-Clerthe friars and their faithful
ficers,
2.
Md.,
fare.
Baltimore,
July
Speaker
lie Episcopal church.
!i
that
Banner."
Iedian
same
Over
allies.
the
road
"Siar
Spangled
Champ Clark arrived in Hnltimore
the real DeVargas traveled three cen- Extra. I a Paloimi, Spanish Song,..
from Washington this afternoon.
Iradier
turies ago, next Thursday's procession
in
a
driven
Baltitaxicab
to
the
Dates of Sale, July 3d and 4th.
B. RAMIREZ,
will pass, and in front of the same
more club, where he ".vent into conferls Interested and should know
Director.
building, the historic old Palace of the
snout the wonderful
Return Limit, July 7tii.
ence with former Senator Dufiois and IGovernor-fienerafmfdwMw MARVEL
The Second Annual De Vargas Day
will lake place his
Whirling Spray
.Mr.
others.
Stone
Mr.
said
Clark
lhc ncv Vyfilnal Syringe.
Ticketssold at points south of Tjumv will
formal act of possession just as De Celebration bids fair to eclipse the
V5SFVS
allow
3jst inort convenient. It would not go
at that point for passento the convention. Vargas read it lhat September morn- highly successful one of last year in
vxSfySkk
cleanses instantly.
gers lo make tne .side trip to Santa Ve ac;4cJcJ1'5r?V'
Clark denied himself to
count of
every way, and those who are foring so long ago.
Ask your druggist for it."
It he cannot supply
De Vargas Parade,
Xo other city in the United States tunate enough to be in Santa Fe on
July 5th.
MARVEL, accent no oher
has had such an eventful history as July .j will carry away with them a
but send stamp for illjrtratcd
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., Santa Fe, N.M
book sealed. It gives full particu
An increasing number of people re- Santa Fe; none as rich in romantic never to be forgotten picture of anlars and directions i..vnl':iM: to ladies,
port regularly of the satisfactory re- associations, nowhere else the wealth cient pomp and pageantry and the
MJRt'tL CO.. 44 East 2in Street. New York?
sults from taking Fo'ey Kidney Pills of sti, inr episode from which to draw glory of departed days.
and com:nend their healing and curative qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
a carefully prepared medicine, guarNO. S. MlTCHKI.
anteed to contain no harmful or habi- T
urn
it m
LOS ANGELES
t, forming drugs. They can have only
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
a beneficial effect when used for kidney and bladder troubles, for backRATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
imatism. weak back or lum- With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00 ache, rhe
Sold
by all druggists.
bago.
Grant County.
shipped wpekly. Some two or three
that the
A great future for the entire Lords- - wpplis ago, it was discovered
burg district and particularly for the Colorado Fuel and Iron company had
Eighty-Fivmine, is predicted by John otnooi;ea in its survey ot a group
Evans, for more than a year superin- - ot cuims, ai rierro, nearly one whole
In his claim, or about 20 acres, and two
tondent of that property.
the recent combination of the terprisiug and well known women of
to
Eighty-Fivwith the Superior mine. Fierro, learning of it, proceeded
it and have had the assessment
which was acquired by purchase, will j n
make one of the greatest properties work df)ne and the location papers
"led in the county clerk's office. Since
ia the southwest. The Eighty-Fivthei1 tn company has had the ground
company, under the management, of
William Rennon. is mining and ship- - lesurveyed to ascertain if any more
ping to the Douglas smelters an aver- - claims or scraps were overlooked. The
age ranging between 3,000 and 4,000 'laim jumped adjoins the .lim Friar
tons of ore. The company was recently i1,;tl is only a few feet from its
'
$1,000,000 in cash for the prop- - ings and it is very rich in both iron
copper. The switches of the
erty, but refused it. The mine now
140 men. Through the agency road occupy a part of this claim, the
of the company the district has been r switches being used to get the cars
moved to be richly mineralized to a!nf,ar the ore chutes to be loaded. It
depth of approximately 600 feet, it is is not Known here whether the Santa
the plan of the Eighty-Fivmanage-- I Fe or the mining company owns these
nient to Instal a diamond drilling outfit, tracks, but however this may be, neithMEXICO PUBLICITY BUREAU
This will er have right of way over the land, it
jnext. fall and go to depth.
will
Knowledge
prove not alone the depth to which the is alleged.
Keep
Will
The Bessemer Gold and Copper Minjore carries but will determine values
area. ing company today took over the
jand extent of the mineralized
Design
Hachita group of claims owned by T.
Upon these operations depend the
of a spur from the railroad. .1. Brown of Hachita in the Eureka
V.'ith the instaiation of this spur to Mining district near
the town of
and nearby prop, Hachita. This company already owns
serve the Eighty-Fiverties, the chief difficulty of the dist- the Washington group in the Florida
Much district. There have been expended
rict will have been overcome.
greater tonnage than is now produced upon these claims already something
could be taken out were the tran por-- in excess of $1000,000, and the group!
t
taken over were in times gone by
itation facilities afforded. After
jing the property to depth it is the plan very pnmucuve properties wnen silver
of the management to sink a four com- was a better price. The officers of this
partment shaft from the surface and company which has been recently
to carry on mining upon a larger scale formed are: F. C. Peterson, president: u
than has ever before been attempted X. J. Grunwaldt, Grove City Fa.. v!i:e-!- j
i ne company
is now president: X. K. Baxter, Wichita, Kan.,
in the district,
MEXICO
operating through a tunnel at the end secretary ; Cal Baker, treasurer; V. S.
of which a winze has been sunk for Reese, manager. The officers compose
S00 feet. The Miser's Chest property the board of directors.
Ore from the!
on New Mexico,
is working a small force of men and Hachita group just purchased
was
Those
You
hauled 2S miles to Seuar. m
opening up good ore, but is not ship- - formerly
.
. .
ping. It is the plan ot this company .Nov the ore will have to be hauled but IfJ
to lease its holdings, Mr. Evans says. three miles to a station on the E. I. &
The Atwnod mine, which has been S. W.
.Mr. Kcese will leave for thei
CLIPPING SERVICE.
ALL COMMUNICATIONS CONFIDENTIAL.
closed down for some time for shaft ean in a few days in the interests of!
t
repairs, will' go to work shortly, he the company.
said. There are a number of other
smaller properties at work in the distIn these days of high cost of living,
rict and the situation has never ap- a
medicine that gets a man up out of
peared so flattering as at this time.
The work of enlarging the George bed and able to work in a few days is
Utter zinc concentrator at Pinos Altos a valuable and welcome remedy. John
is about completed and this week it Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal., had kidney'
will be started to treating ore. A car and bladder trouble, was confined to
load of zinc concentrates was shipped pis bed- 'i"ulR to turn without help
BOX A, SANTA Ffe, N. M.
last week to Oklahoma and- another is I commenced using Fo'ey Kidney
being loaded now. With the enlarged Pills and can truly say I was relieved
mill operating it is expected' that at at once." His example is worth fol- least two if not three carloads will be lowing. Sold by all druggists.
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New Mexico Publicity Bureau

For the Glorious Fourth!
ARE

YOUR Feet Ready

Hoi.
iday? You'll want cool,
comfortable Footwear, no
matter where you are
going or staying.

e

e

111

e

Publicity Spells Success in Business, in Industry,
and in Politics.

work-offere- d

The Right Kind of Publicity is Hard to Get.

Has the Experience and

THE NEW

the

OXFORD TIES

e

that

Your Name or Cause in the Public Lime Light. It
Get Results.
It Will
Place
and
Advertising, Will Print and Distribute Booklets,
Will Suggest and Execute Publicity Campaigns.

e

Many Advertising Campaigns Fail Because They Are
Not Wisely Directed,

prov-jjus-

Because They Scatter and Shoot at Long Range.

July
4th
Here
Are
Splendid
Foot
Coolers.

j

THE NEW

PUBLICITY BUREAU

Prevents Waste, it Concentrates
Whom

it Reaches

Want to Reach.

....

AND PUMPS
FOR MEN

AND WOMEN.

Soft Tan Leathers or
White Shoes of Nu
buck or Canvas. Soft
leather soles or rubber
soles with low heels.
They're Certainly Beauties.

FOR THE

CHILDREN,

have Tan Oxfords,
Pumps and White Shoes
and Slippers in many different styles.

we

Splendid
Line of

BAREFOOT

S1DALS

.

Don't neglect these COOL
SHOES if you want to enjoy the
comfortable
FOURTH and ha'-feet all SUMMER.

Address.

j

New Mexico Publicity Bureau

-

Where
Quality
Meets
Price

$ehn mlueger

See

Our
Window
Display
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The Switzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTI NG COMPANY. PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE N EW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEX1 CAN REVIEW.
Drakes Specialty of Mining, Political
and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO IV'EXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Y ear.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureWILLIAM F. BROGAN,
Associate Editor

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

r.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily; per week by carrier
uauy, per month, Dy carrier
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Valley Ranch, X. M., July 1, 1912
Among the visitors arriving at Valley
Ranch yesterday were Mr. and Mrs. .1.
2.00 F.
McFarland and Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
.50 Shollenbarger from Logan, X. M., Mr.
Solomon with his party consisting of

Daily, six airnths, by mail
Weekly Bix ,ronth
Weekly, ;er year
Weekly, per quarter.

;

HOME TO ROOST.
ful task of telling all there is to be RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
B. Ruppe of Albu- told about this city instead of directing
WILL WED AN ACTRE c.
.
a specific appeal to each class of visit- querque, was one of the few
Progressives in Xew Mexico, who jors that Santa Fe seeks.
Bessie McCoy Is Latest Affinity for

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

This

suggests another In- equality, that in these dtiys of
progressiveness, offers a jirub- lem to a government that seeks
its people's welfare. They have
tackled it in France and Ger- man'. Old age pensions, com- pulsory insurance against acci- dents, illness and death, free
labor agencies are the result.
Further than that, the French
government already considers
the pensioning of widows and
of paying

each

family

annu- -

ally a certain sum for the edu- cation of each child. Further
than that, it is seriously pro- posed that no person taking
care of less than three children
shall be eligible to public office.
It is but a recognition
that
children are necessary to the
life of a nation: that the most
valuable asset of the state is
the child.' Yet, one sees at
times, a poor, consumptive, rap- idly aging mother, taking ten- der and efficient care of a brood
of children, while some big
hunk of a man, drifts through
life without any thought of re- eponsibility for the coming gen- eration, refuses, perhaps, even
to contribuate as much as a dol- lar a year poll tax for the
schools.
Here is inequality
again, that the state will event- ually wipe out, and the sooner
the better. The man and wom- an who raise four or five or
eix children to maturity, edu- cate them, fit them for the work
of the world, deserve far better
of the state, than the selfish
individual who looks only after
himself.
As a French savant
was quoted by the Associated
Press last Saturday, for a
strong, normal man to pro- vide for less than three child- e
ren during his
is as,
much a crime against the state
as treason in time of war.
These are but two sugges- tions along which progressive
statesmanship can busy itself
profitably; here are inequalities
that are real and unjust and
that can be remedied. How in- significant and superficial the
little "isms" and political bick- erings over which men fought
like crazy at Chicago and Balti- more, when these real problems
are crying for, and are capable
of, solution.
life-tim-

Then came the Roosevelt of Demo-- newspapers, who on Saturday upon
cracy, Colonel William Jennings Bryan his return from the East, quote him
X and went Theodore the First, one
as saying: "Talk about corruption in
by raising a storm that made it politics in other states. Xew Mexico
XI (impossible to nominate anyone for doesn't begin to stack up with
the
X four days. Then the Democratic tune other states. I saw enough of
graft
Some of the Democrats and big steals going on in the east to
Xj changed.
X stood by Mr. Bryan; others denounced convince me that Xew Mexico isn't
V him in language more pointed than elo- - so bad after all."
X quent. Very likely, too, the opposing
The Major is credited at the same
X clans told the truth about each other time with saying that he didn't know
X;even though in language more lurid whether he is a Republican, Democrat
or Progressive. This is the peculiar
Xj than elegant.
XI
But the amusing part of the affair quandary that every man who judges
X is that Democracy has found its lines parties, lodges, churches or other orV more broken than the Republican ganizations by the character or reX party and has discovered to its
putation of some of the men who bethat radicalism in its most da- long to them, but never the fix of a
ns' gerous form has seized upon the ' un- - man who believes in the
justice of
X terrified" until that party bids fair to certain principals and ideals. If
were to call their roil in
Xjgo down in wreckage of defeat. The
X two Colonels, it appears, have little Xew Mexico or elsewhere, would the
X difference between tehm. They agree character and reputation of leaders
X strongly on the chief point at issue and rank and file average any higher
X between them they both want the
than the character of the leadership
of president whether the people and following among the Republicans,
X want them to have it or not.
Democrats, Prohibitionists or SocialThe Democratic convention has as- - ists?
X
X sured the leaders thereof, that unless
V they take up the radical end of the
BIGGER THAN THE JOB.
XI fight, more Democrats will vote for
It frequently happens that an
X Theodore the First, than ever before,
of some great mercantile estabXlwith a consequent reduction in the lishment or even some cross roads
On
vote.
Democratic
the other grocery store, suddenly conceives that
party
X;
X hand, they have awakened to the fact he knows more than the
proprietor
X that Mr. Roosevelt will detract propor-- :and that the aforesaid establishment
tionately less from the Republican could not run without hint. He there-- j
X' party because a Republican is a party upon inflates with pride in himself
X man from the principle of the thing
and eventually he loses the job. ThereX he is a protectionist and first and al-after, while seeking another job, he
ways a believer in constitutional and probably finds that he is "pretty small
X stable government.
'potatoes" to use a slang term, and !f
Xo matter how the cat comes out he has the
V
right stuff in him, he will
of
Democratic
X
the bag, the
aggregation profit thereby. But many such per-- '
X are certain to be the losers by any eons do not profit by one experience
X third party movement.
During the and lose one position after another
X Chicago convention they were shaking until they are reduced to want,
X each other by the hand and weeping
This is somewhat the position of
X tears of joy at the Republican dilemma. Roosevelt and
Both of them
Bryan.
X But that was before the Baltimore have, in their own
become
estimation,
Xow they realize
that bigger than the parties with which
X convention.
X when it comes to handling a difficult they have affiliated.
Both of them
X situation, the Republican leaders are had become
bigger than the average
when
and
astute
that
X
they turned the citizen. In their egotism, they are
over to
X Colonel from Oyster Bay
repeating on a slightly larger scale,
X Johnson, McHarg and a few others of what the boy in the cross roads store
X that ilk, they played the best politics did, when he
thought he knew more
and did the best thing for their party than the
proprietor.
and for the nation that they possibly
Both Colonel Roosevelt and Colonel
could have done. They had control of
are bigger than the job. They
Bryan
their convention on the ground of are
both
seeking to save the
principles principles that were em- - along different lines, butpeople,
both have
bodied in their platform and that any
as their first object, the presidency
On for
patriotic citizen could support.
themselves and some soft jobs for
tne other hand, those Democratic leadtheir
supporters. They have not yet
ers who possessed similar judgment,
learned the ancient lesson, that the
folfound that Bryan and his
world moves along and that there is
lowers had control of their convention
some one ready to step into the
and that it was simply another case always
man's shoes. They will be sad-- !
of sixteen to one or steam roller jdead
der and wiser after the election next
methods that would create dissention
Xovember.
ana
worse
coniusion
coniounaeu.
y
The Republican party is happily rid
THE SANTA FE DESERVES PRAISE.
of its Colonel; the Democratic
party
The Passenger Department of the
v sun nas coionei Jtiryan ana a piatiorm Santa Fe
has just submitted to the
v. hich he wrote.
Hence the Demo- Xew
striking advertise-- l
cratic leaders, just now, do not feel mentsMexicanit three
is placing in some two
that
like poking any fun at the Republicans.
thousand
eastern newspapers
ani
The Democrats have the bear by the
All three advertisements
magazines.
and
tail
they would give considerable ,are cievoted
entirely to this city. One
for some one to tell them how io let
is neaded: "Visit Ancient Santa Fe,
go.
Xew Mexico, the City that was old
when the Pilgrims landed
at Ply
WILSON.
mouth." Another leads off with "t'n
The nomination of Wilson for the surpassed Trout Fishing on the Pecos
presidency by the Democrats puts into River Xear Santa Fe," while the third
the field the strongest candidate they begins in heavy type: "Low Fares This
could have named. To the entire na- - Summer to Santa Fe, Xew Mexico. '
V tion there is this patriotic consolation, Tlie legends that follow, feature the
;that should the fates decree that a Scenic Highway, the Cliff Dwellings,
V Democrat is to occupy the White the Xew Mexico Museum, the nearby
V House after March 4, which is extreme- - pueblos and other attractions of this
1; unlikely, it will be by a scholar and a ancient
city. In addition,
placards
gentleman, a student of economics and printed on stiff cardboard with a neat
X! politics, a clean man who will lean to border, show
pictures of San Miguel
Xjthe right side on all moral questions. Church and of El Ortiz Hotel at Lamy,
Though radical opinions are ascribed and tel Itravelers that the side-triV to him, they are rather philosophical f'om Lamy to Santa Fe can be made
ithan revolutionary, and he will use no free of cost, advising every traveler
big stick to put them into effect. What to visit the ancient capital. That is
Vis best of all, the nomination of
better and more effective advertising
eliminates altogether any danger tr.an Santa Fe has ever received be
V that might have arisen to the republic fore. There is no getting away from
V from a radical third party movement. the fact that the Santa Fe system is
Wilson will be extreme enough for ev- - doing more for this old city than it
,ery radical, at the same time he will is for any other place along its lines,
V gather to himself a strong following of as far as advertising is concerned. It
college graduates, teachers, educators, merely remains for Santa Fe to folkw
Prohibitionists and up this advertising and to take care
Presbyterians,
those who take a decided stand on of the heavy tourist traffic thai is
moral questions.
The New Mexican certain to result from it.
still believes that President Taft will
be elected, for on the tariff and
"Regain Your Health," is the title
questions, Wilson is entirely of a neat little pamphlet
that the
British, while Taft stands for protec-- Silver City Chamber of Commerce ha3
tion. Wilson's election would mean issued. "A Silver
City with a Golden
an industrial and financial panic, while Climate,'' is the claim set
up and
IS Taft's
means stability, con- proven by the statistics
The
given.
tinued industrial prosperity and a sixteen pages tell just what the health-seeke- r
olound
financial policy. It is the issue
X
wants to know before leaving
X between the political theorist and the his home for a distant
place and
Hund, practical businessman.
The climate. The pamphlet conveys a hint
of
Taft's
will Be so to the Santa Fe Chamber
Vg!cry
of Com- X muclt the greater, because the victor's merce. Thus
Santa Fe advertising
far,
X crownVas contested by one so worthy has scattered too much:
Santa Fe
as Woodrow Wilson.
pamphlets have essayed the unsuccess- -

.

Noted Writer His Former
Wife Secured Divorce.

The Republican
press is casting
around for a suitable candidate to
succeed1 George Curry as Congressman
at Washington. The Republican party
has a number of these, but none who
would make any better run and give
better service as the people's
than Hon. Xathan Jaffa of
Rosweil.

e

THE

Will Figure Prominently in the Output
of Kalem Moving Picture Film
Manufacturers.

em-Iplo-

j

j
j

wild-eye-

d

J.

President.
t.

;

Cashier.
Assistant

B. READ.

F. McKANE,

-

Cashier.

DAILY

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
...

ROUND-UP- .

and
Clip Five hundred
ninety-fivthousand dollars win be
the receipts from the Rosweil marketed wool crop this year three million
five hundred thousand pounds at the
close average sale price of 17 cents.
This is not the actual valley's output,
but only the crop that will be shipped
from the Rosweil market alone. Already 050,000 pounds has been sold.
Ed. S. Seay, of the Rosweil Scouring
mills bought the 250,000 pound clip
f ro n the Penasco Sheep company; and
other buyers have bought the follow;
ing c'ips; Miller and Johnson, Charles
de Bremond, J. W. Turknett, L. Pach-eco- ,
anti A. Russell.

M.

e

The members of the company were
taken about the city today in automobile by .1. S. Harris, Samuel G.
James L. Seligman, George W.
Armijo, Jose D. Sena, S. G. Morley,
and were delighted with what they
saw, in fact, the likelihood is that the
company will stay all summer. A
scenario has been written in which
the historic events leading up to and
of De Vargas
including the
will be enacted for a film. The
MARKET REPORT.
is also taking industrial and edu- cational scenes around here and will
Closing Quotations.
persuade the San Juan Indians to re
Xew York, July 2. Call money not
main after July 5, in order to take part
;
silver,
in several dramas in which Santa Fe quoted; prime paper, 4 to
copper, 17
will furnish the local color and back- Gl; Mexican dollars, 48
Si 17
tin, 46.30ff 47.80; lead, 4.40(5;
ground.
85
4.40; amalgamated,
sugar,
130
Atchison, 10S; Great Northern
135
New York Central, 117
Northern Pacific, 121
Reading,
110
107
Southern Pacific,
American.
steel, 71
At St. Louis (1st game)
R. H. E. Union Pacific, 169
2
7 2 steel, pfd., 112.
St. Louis
t 6 0
Chicago
All legal blanks are prepared acBatteries: Hamilton and Krichell;
Benz and Kuhn.
cording to the Statutes of New Mexico, new State form, for sale by the
National.
R. H. E. New Mexican Printing Company.
At Phi'adelphia
2
7 11
Philadelphia
6 9 0
Brooklyn
Batteries: Bronnan and Dooin; Berber and Miller, Erwin.
American.
At Boston
R. H. E.
Xew York
3
9 13
3
Boston
7 11
Batteries:
Pape end
Carrigan;
Ford and Sweeney.
New Mexico
National.
At Xew York
R. H. E.
Our line is adapted to this terNew York
7 9 0
ritory, hence we make and sell
Boslon
3 10 4
more Popular Priced Clothing
Batteries: Crandall and Meyers;
here than any other house. We
j
Dickson and Rariden.
Cart-wrigh- t,

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

S: A. AKINS,

.

.

.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Proprietor.

AMERICAN AND, EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

com-jpan-

steam heat, electric lights.

41-2-

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

BASEBALL

The Montezuma Hotel,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

CLOTHING

SALESMEN
WANTED

Coronado Restaurant

Arizona and

At

want representatives with established trade in these States.
Apply at once w ith full details,

R. H. E

Pittsburg
rntsDurg

2 3
9 16

Chicago

Batteries: Robinson,

Cole,

2
0

Warner,

and Simon; Cheney and Archer.
Association.
At St. Poul First game, St. Paul, 1;
Milwaukee, 3.

;

experience, reference, etc., in
first letter. We'll reciprocate
immediately.
MERRIMAC MANUFACTURING

CO.

Short Orders run Day

I

THE AMERICAN

I

Hot

& Cold

Baths.

::

::

222 San Francisco Street

Electric Lights

G. LUPE

HERRERA,

Prop.
.

:

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

!

NJ'Li

Night. Regular Meals 25c

&

Furnished rooms in connection.

Broadway, New York.

826-82-

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

:

FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

--

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANV
GENERAL AGENTS,

:

:

1

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

m
.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

MASK

iTi4J)E

MANUFACTURER OF

RL.;;STt:atD

MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO

PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

Gaspar Avenue.

119 Don

only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

AN UNUSUAL

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACT
"SELF SUSTAINING " POLICY

THE RELIANCE FAMOUS

p

Wil-Vso- n

PALEN,

L. A. IIL'GliES,

Big Wool

The Kalem moving picture film manufacturers have six companies of actors, of which the company at present
in Santa Fe is declared to be the best.

j

J.

d

r,

'

R.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mount Kisscoe, X. Y., July 2. Rich-aiHarding Davis, the novelist and
Bessie McCoy, the actress, are to be
to a
married on July
according
statement made by Mr. Davis at his
home here.
Mr. Davis' first wife obtained a divorce from him in Chicago last month.

SANTA FE IS AGAIN
LEAPING INTO LIMELIGHT.

X,

ng

money-transmitti-

s

COMING

railed at the corruption in Xew Mexico
and within the Republican party in
Xew Mexico. There is no doubt that
X
THE TWO COLONELS.
among thirty thousand voters of any
X
When Theodore
the First, was party in any state there are some who
X creating discord and stirring up m- are corrupt and many who
do not
is' wholesome passions at Chicago, the measure up to the highest ideals in
REAL INEQUALITIES.
X( Democrats sat on the side line and citizenship and that is the justificaOn Saturday evening, at the X; jeered at the Republican party, fore-- tion for men like Major Ruppe in lightElks' theater, one of the films
casting how easy it was going to be ing such corruption. But they seldom
of the Pathe Weekly, depicted X this fall to defeat any candidate the have the frankness with which the
the dedication of the fortieth X Republicans might name.
Major is credited by the Albuquerque

playground in New York City,
X a playground which cost the
city $205,000.
The thoughtful man and vo-X
man who watched the hun- dreds of children trooping by
measured
X merrily with
step
X and flags flying, who witnessed
X the older boys at the hurdles,
X the cross bars; who followed
X the smaller girls in their grace-ful folk dances; who smiled
X with the wee tots in their
X games, the thought necessarily
X came: "Why not in Santa Fe?"
X
Former Mayor
Selignian
X 'writes today from Philadelphia
X that he visited the public play-grounds there and he found
X that they are not so expensive
X a matter, but that
Santa Fe
X could have one for its thousand
X children. Many a sum has been
X squandered in this city in the
X past for some ephermeral prop-S- i
osition that would have bought
X and fitted up a public play-ground. Should not the thou-sand children of Santa Fe have
X equal opportunities to walk on
X the sunny side of the street as
X those in the slums of New
X York?
X
Here is real inequality that
X government can
remedy and
X must and will remedy. Is it a
X wonder that many parents pre- X fer to live in a larger city
X even if they do miss sunny
X skies, healthful climate, tink- X ling brooks and green forests
X The opportunities for their
X children are reason
enough.
X But let Santa Fe, too, offer ten
X months a year of steady school,
X let Santa Fe too have public
X playgrounds, public swimming
X pools, let it keep right up with
X the procession in manual train- X ing and domestic science, and
X the thought will no longer sug-X gest itself to parents that they
X must move away in order to ed- X ucate their children, or to give
X them as much as the children
X of Xew York or Philadelphia or
X Cleveland enjoy.

Web-Peco-

Last fall, Major

1lablI

J

stream normal and clear, with good
with a party in the Staab Pierce-Ar-- !
fly fishing.
row, visited the Upper Pecos. Theyj ' A motor party from Valley Ranch
found the roads in excellent condition consisting of Mr. J. F. Miller, Mr. and
lor motoring and the fishing on the; Mrs. H. K. Baird and Miss C. E.
all that could be desired, the er, left this morning for Santa Fe.

loo

The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Staie, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

Si

Mr. and Mrs. Duntiauuh and Mr. Akers

$3.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

BANK

NATIONAL

'

The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.
Let Us Explain It to You.
GENERAL AGENTS

HALL & HALL

POINTING
ff ;KEW MEXICAN
Local Agents for
(Fac-Simi- le

j

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And sep the
difference. Let us show you samples.

Y

i

and Desk com&ir.cd.
A

Desk Unit with few or

--

NEW MEXICAN'PRINTING
COMPANY, AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M.

'

advantages and potsi- C; write or pbooe

bilitiea

'

'2bCITY

CO.

HJ
ZS

Sitf

"llggiSbSB

j

f

f
1

f
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General

Great Bargains!

continue to the upper Pecos country .
to spend several days in the mountains. Albuquerque Herald.
fiaab of
K. S. Groves and I'au!
Santa Ke who have been sr n sts of
THE HAT THE COLONEL WORE. Mr. Staab's sister, Mrs. Ma:; Xord- (From tlie Now York World.)
nous, it Trout Springs for the pas!
The Colonel took his hat in hand
ten days, returned to the Capital; the
'
And with a mighty fling:,
I .as
Vegas OpCity this afternoon.
He s;iid: "I'll show 'pin where I stand''
l'c'
And cr.st it in the riiis,
Miss Lillian I'eh! of Melon, is a

mm im

TRUST CO.

Banting Business

i

"Let no man iro:'d upon it,
Or with me he'll have a row,"
It was a handsome bonnet,
But you ought to tee it now!
CHORUS,
It's busted and it's battered
And it
any rim:
It's tousled, mi: and tatierert,
Though it once bpbnsred to HIM;
They kicked it ail around, they did,
The whole convention iloor;
They kicked the top clear off the lid
The hat the Colonel wore.

PAGE

M.

FIVE

Red Tag Cash Sale !

IN- -

MILLINERY

BEGINNING

balance of this month

JULY FIRST AND RUNNING

ALL THE WEEK,

We place on sale our entire stock of Ladies'
Read yto Wear Garments, consisting of Cloaks,

MftJ. H. UilUllAfiisi,

at

puest of Mr. and .Mrs. V. H. Goebot.
AH
go
Samuel Bailsman oi the Ajirieultural
Ave.
125
Palace
lf
one-havison
to
will
arrive
unlay
College
w ith the Goebe s and
the entire
jit
be seen. AH the bodies will probably
F
N. 6. lAUGKLIN, President
H.
STEPHENS. Cashier,
party will go into camp on the upper be recovered when tile tide recedes.
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
Pecos,
Fully i;i,oo(i persons gathered about
Halm returned
Saturday
V. V.
il,e iulet, awaiting news from the;
to
automobile
on
from
trip
nisht
j
Ivivck. Two hundred boats cindered
Roswel' and into Texas r.s far as l.'Jb- about in a
wide circle near the wreck)
and
Fe
via
Santa
bock, returning ncrt
ali i he. morning.
be way with
reporting good road
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1983
The explosion is now laid to the ofexc it ions. Al'iuiiuerque
few
but
forts of Vaninian, to test out a new
Herald.
Inside the outA
theory of navigation.
Back and forth across the bat
Santiago Delgado is here from his let' slieli there was a gas bag under A
A
'
'
The old steam-rolle- r
his
a
with
for
visit
Fe
rolls,
home in Santa
which were several small air cham- j Until it's rolled
out thin and flat
A
cousin, Lorenzo Delgado. Mrs. Juan bers. It is thought that Vaninian took A
'' And also full of holes.
De'gado, the young man's mother, too much air into these compart incni, A Ladies' White Embroidered Dresses, $6.59 value forJJ .
:
.
$4.75 '
oh give him back the hat so dear,
also will be here to spend July 4 .vit h compressed the gas to the danger
The Kelly that he wore,
bis mother Las point and the sun's rays condensed the A Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $15.00 value, for
Mr. Delgado and
$9.45 A
ON LAWNS, SUMMER
As a convention souvenir
the tearing of the A Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $10.00
further,
ONE-THIR- D
jgas
Optic.
causing
Vegas
value, for
To take to Sagamore.
$6.85 A
A
FOULARDS
George H. Melford, manager, Col- outer shell, resulting in the explosion,
'olonel C. R. Piyce, Arthur Tavares.
The police arrested men who were A LADIES' BLACK SILK JACKETS, LATEST STYLES, AT A
Mr. Palen will not be at home to- Howard Oswald. WiT- - tearing the remains of the airship to A
.Kent
Iiohunn,
morrow.
F
THEIR COST.
A
Herman West. Miss Mae Marsh, pieces and bringing the parts ashore A
of
Our
SUMMER HATS
W. D. Shea went to Espanola this liam
"A
to
sell
them.
Miss
Knoll, Caryl
Miss Jane Wolfe,
one-thi- rd
off.
forenoon.
Condemned by Allen.
of the Kalem Moving Pie- B'aekwell
A
F. S. Blackmar came down from Las
General A ADOLF
tare troupe, are guests at the Palace.
Washington, D. C, July
CO. A
SELEGMAN
Ve.eas last evening.
Former Governor Herbert J. Hagor-- ; Allen, chief of signal service of the f
Do not miss the new line of novelties in COLLAR and
V. V. Drake is down from the lumsev-;
at
a
for
in
the city
man has arrived
aimy, said today that he had long ago
ber camp at Hodges, Taos county.
CUFF SETS from 15 cents up.
classed
such
as
machines
Vaniman's
visit.
Governor
Hagerman
era
days'
George H. Van Stone of Kstancia,
made the trip over from Roswell in1 as obsolete, and dangerous. The army
cpiite up last evening from Albuquer-cue- .
and says that the has one very small dirigible, not used
his automobile
APRONS
1
The very best
of
(?a
roads are in very fair shape, al-- j now.
in
Dr.
was
Allison
D.
Fe
Santa
last
SPECIAL SALE OF
fine qualities of Ginghams and Percales
?!
A force of divers under command
though he encountered a great deal
evening on his way from Taos to Las of
mud and wafer in the Kstancia of Captain George Boehm left, shore
it
Vegas.
Albuquerque Herald.
this afternoon to get the other bodies.
G. Allard, of the Interna Revenue valley region.
J.
COTTON
VOILES
ENGLISH
&1
and
lift I! ITU
Miss Pauline L. Williams of Chica-- ) It is believed they wi'i be recovered
on
in
"
is
at
Service
the Capital
Denver,
WELTS The very latest in Nov-- I
AH Him
go, is visiting her sister Mrs. C. A. within the next few hours.
official business.
Bill I I I
elties for White Summer Suits.
Rising on East Palace avenue. Miss
Mrs. X. Salmon and daughter Salome Williams will remain
here several
They are nobby and you should see them !
WORLD OLD FAKE
returned this afternoon from a visit to months.
ENMESHES NEW MEXICAN.
Jemez, Sandoval county.
AT REDUCED PRICES
Esquipula EALLOCN DROPS IN FIERY FLASK
WE HAVE MADE A BIG SLASH IN
County Commissioner
Lakevood Citizen Lured to Europe by
Jiron of Pojoarpie, is in the city atFraud and Went Down on
tending a meeting of the board.
(Continued from Page One.)
Titanic.
Miss Ruih Langhlin returned today
from a trip that included Denver, a shock to the people of Atlantic City
(Roswell Morning Xews.)
A Well Selected Stock to Please Every Taste
Colorado Springs and Canon City.
who had come to know Vaninian well.
Lake Arthur is soniew hat agitated
C. L. Bonner of the Los Angeles
and Every Purse.
had been plan-airman
the
a
week
For
1
arrived in the Capital yester- nine to make another flight and only; ever one of those nnbelieveable hap- AKERS-WAGNE- R
day to write up the De Vargas pa- awaited favorable winds. Last night penings that come to communities
CO.
C
geant.
conditions appeared satisfactory and b' in a long while. A number of
re- :
:
il
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Phone 36.
P. O. Box, 219.
Attorney A. M. Edwards of Farm- - he notified the city authorities that Lake Arthur people have been the
ot letters trom Madrid, bpat.i
ington, San Juan county, is in Santa he probably would make a flight at cipionts
or
a
nobleman
Russian
that
from here will go to Las sunrise today. At daybreak the
were still favorable and the some other foreign ".luke" is incar-- i
Veeas.
' anions
police- - ce rated in durance vile in that country
was
Mr. and Mrs. Fidel Delgado on their word
given. A hundred
'hat he has in his possession pa-- ;
and!"'-''way to Las Vegas from Albuquerque, imen and firemen were summoned
FIRE
that contain information as to
INSURANCE
FIRE
are guests of Agustin Delgado and :sent up the inlet to assist in getting lers
re-- .
1 family in this city.
the balloon out of the immense hangar, hidden wealth, and that if the
tu
r
a sum
IN
UNITED STATES
THERE ARE
jcipieni oi uie ieu. win uring
Story of Eye Witness.
J. F. Miller, proprietor of the Val
An eve l;l munej tu .uauuu, wiiu wnicn to uuv
v T Tnlv '
inon)!rl
each year. Your earning power is
ley Ranch, and Miss C. K. Weber, came
off the jailers, the said nobleman will
over from the upper Pecos yesterday witness of the disaster told the story turn over
certainly worth protection against
the said papers and permit
saw.
ot
he
what
in
-an automobile.
Afternoon
frequent losses. Then is not the
his rescuers to go and find the money
Vera S. Hinckley, of San Diego,
fact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
"To those who witnessed the many and then a division will be made. You
CASES OF ILLNESS
known or unknown, is covered by
Cal., formerly of this city, who has flights of Vaninian, this one seemed at wmild nnt ttiiiil.- nnv nno ivniil.l t'.iH
t3
been visiting friends here, has left the start more successful than any for a game like that would you? But
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If The Price of Coffee
Would Double Again
All The Better

j

!

i

The price of coffee has doubled in three or four
years.
And this, despite production has doubled in that time.
The reason f(T the present high price of coffee was
sought and it
has been found that the market supply has been
artificially restricted.
The Brazilian government is in the
m
operation and
the profits to the extent of an export duty of three cents participates
a pound.
And American bankets are
financing the scheme.
Diabolical plot?
Outrageous conspiracy?

-

I

-

ccpy-isive!- y

'

Perhaps!

But we did not take our pen in hand to condemn anvbodv concerned except COFFEE DRINKERS
to condemn them "and," also,
to congratulate them, both upon the present increased
price and the
probability that it will go higher.
It isn't exactly inspiiing to see American capital finding its
way
to a foreign country to be used there to the end of
exploiting American
family ocketbooks.
However, this is not the saddest fact involved, to our way of
thinking.
It is most regrettable that the consumption of coffee in this
country has increased to a point to warrant manipulation of the supply.
We don't like to look upon coffee as becoming a NECESSITY to
the American people, and view with alarm the activities of
capital
suggesting that it IS becoming a necessity.
Coffee isn't good for you.
Too much of it is positively harmful.
If the present price, doubled in four years, would double
it would be the best thing that ever happened to the excessive again,
coffee
drinker.
He wouldn't drink as much of it.
Better yet, maybe he wouldn't drink it at all.
Just possibly you have put us down as being a bit nervy in this
coming in and sitting down beside you before the coffee pot and telling you to keep hands off.
Nevertheless, we mean well.
We are talking for your good.
You like coffee, probably, and perhaps you think it is none of our
business if you drink it or if you drink all you want of it.
Babies want those pink pills that look like candy and cry if we
don't let them have them.
The same pink pills, left around by careless
mothers, have killed
many babies.
And many grown people know as little as babies about the care
of their bodies.
There are intemperate coffee drinkers the same as there are intemperate drinkers of alcoholic beverages.
One cup of coffee isn't going to prove fatal, nor two cups of coffee.
Two cups may upset your entire system, make you uneasv, restless
and peevish and unfit you for best results for a day, but it Will wear
off after awhile the same as a whisky drunk wears off.
But bring to us a person who drinks two and three cuds of coffee
regularly for breakfast, or a person who drinks coffee three times a
day, and we will show you a person with a
heart, a sluggish
liver, a disordered stomach and a shattered nervous system.
If you don't believe us, ask your doctor.
He will tell ou that coffee contains caffeine, which he
gives in th
smallest kind of doses for a heart stimulant.
He will tell you further that too much caffeine or too much coffee,
will give you a palpitating heart.
Then if you are satisfied to run the risk of having that kind of
a heart, keep right on drinking all the coffee you want, and excuse us
for interfering.
(Detroit Times, June 12, J 912).
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highest price in some years.
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the
ni- -l
ut the less active industrials, uen- - u.iotici-first
in .binniii-yweek
i:i:ir!, I
eral Electric climbed higher and
'S
iny reynlitr oecni.Miioh, Inning It '.'aineil
St.
rod to
Iiounds.
It is
fully
Westinghouse moved sympathetically.
now live years slnee my eure hns tjeen
Bonds were regular.
irmot
efl'eete'l.
Kekni;in f
Profit-takinhavo
highly.
he'ped to arrest the AlteriitiveIt too
Willi excellent results."
advance at
and some slight
iSic: li W. M. TVTnM.
Is effeotive lo Uron
Kokmnn'K
shading of prices ensued, but the un- chltls. Asthma, liny Kever:
Throat mul
dertone continued strong with some Lime Tronliles. nnd in utiliiiililinir the
not coiitniii poison, ottlntea
Iiocs
system.
disposition towards dullness.
Ask

Contains No Caffeine,
Costs Less Than Coffee,
Requires No Boilingand
Tastes Better Than Most Coffee
Stir a teaspoonful of INSTANT POSTUM in a cup of hot
water, add cream and sugar to taste, and you at once have
a delicious drink that's wholesome, pure and good for old

and young-

-
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Instant
(PaT

postum
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awp-

This i, the
Polum In a concentrated
rgu.r added.
Se directions
torn nothing
iur preparing u.. V...B.

POSTUM
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Postum Cereal Co., Limited
BattH Creek, Midi.. U. 3. A.

"".

Ilw Fse

MINIMUM

jn.

kn6 Drug. Act.
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MCT WCIOKT
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2

tin of Instant Postum (no boiling) costs 50 cts.
per cup. Smaller tins at 30 cts.
Standard Postum, large pkg. (the kind that must be
boiled 15 min.) 25 cts.
Both produce the same result; one by boiling and the
A

100-cu-

at grocers,

1

2 ct.

other instantly.

Coffee averages about double

that cost.

Housewives appreciate INSTANT POSrUM because it
saves time, work and fuss in the preparation of a meal ; and
for its intrinsic merit.
Ask your grocer about it. If he doesn't carry
a supply, send us your address with a 2 cent
stamp and your grocer's name and we will
send you a free sample of this newest food drink.

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michifan.
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This new food drink
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New Mexican
Drlngs result.

y

want

au

way

tlrtisn.
or
for booklet
of cured coses aii'l write to Kckmiin
Laboratory, riillnilelnhln. In., for more evidence. For sale by nil lending druggists aui

a Zook's

Parmacy, Santa Fe.

,

Small Holding Claim No. 527S.
First Fri
day of the month Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
at the Fireman's
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
Kail. H. Foreniui
Notice is hereby given that the
A. E. P. Hobinsoc.
wing-named
claimant has filed noCor.
Fred t.
tice of his intention to make final
Aiaria.
proof in support of his claim under
1(1 and 17 of the act of March
ODD FELLOWS, sections
as amended
No. 2, I. O. O. F. :!, 1891 (26 Stats., 854)
the
act
of
1893 (27
by
21,
February
))
Santa Fe Lodge
470), and that said proof will
meets regularly Stats.,
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- Cuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912,
viz: Earl B. Young, of Senorito, New
ers always welcoma
SE
SE
Mexico, for the SW
S
SW
S. 34
SE
SE
CALL FOR BIDS.
T. 22 N., R. 1W., SW
N.
NE
Sealed proposals for the purchase of
X
NK
SE
S
SE
$200,000.00 of the bonds of the State XE
XF.
XW
W
NE
of New Mexico to be issued under au- XE
W
XE
SE
SE
NE
an
of
act of the First State
thority
XE
SE
XE
SW
XE
E
Sli
NE
Legislature of New Mexico entitled XE
NE
"An Act providing funds and making XW
Sec. ." T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names tbe following witnesses
appropriations for the first fiscal year
tor the expenses of the executive, leg- to prove bis actual
continuous adislative and judicial departments for verse possession of said tract for twen-lthe payment of interest on state inyears next preceding the survey of
debtedness and sinking fund require- the township, viz:
ments thereof, to defray the expenses
Edubigen On rule, Agapita Garcia,
of the educational,
state and charit- of Uj Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
able institutions and hospitals and all
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mexether expenses required by existing ico.
laws of the State of New Mexico and
Any person who desires to protest
making appropriations for deficien- against the allowance of said proof, or
cies in revenues
of former fiscal who knows of any substantia! reason
years which deficiencies were incurr- under the laws arid regulations of the
ed by the requirements of existing Interior
Department
why such proof
laws.''
should not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the above mentionApproved .Tune 13. 1012.
e
Which said bonds are to be dated ed time and place to
the first day of July, 1H12, and abso the witnesses of said claimant, and to
lutely due and payable five years af- offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub- ter their date, interest payable semi- mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
annually at the rate of six per cent
per annum, the interest for said perRegister.
iod to be evidenced by coupons attached to the said bonds, interest payStockholders' Meeting.
able on the first days of September
The regular annual meeting of the
and March, both principal and interest stockholders of the New
Mexican
at the office of the State Printing Company will be held at the
payable
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the office of the company in the City of
Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m., on
said bonds to be redeemable
each year, in serial number com- Monday, July Sth, 1912. All stockholders will please take notice and
mencing with numoer one;
of said bonds to be redeemed on the govern themselves accordingly.
first of July, 1913.
JOHN K. STAl'FFER,
The proposals should be addressed
Secretary.
to the State Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Santa Fe, X. M. June 22nd, 1912.
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will
Summer colds are hard to get rid of,
he publicly opened on Monday the 15th
day of July, 1912, at the hour of stnd frequently lead to asthma, bronchitis and hay fever. Do not let your
twelve o'clock noon.
O. N. MARRON,
cold get a hold on you, but use Foley's
Treasurer of the State of New Mexico. Honey and Tar Compound for quick
relief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis.,
Let Him Know It If you are out of says: "We prefer Foley's Honey and
a position, you must let the employer Tar Compound to other cough mediknow it. A want advertisement in the cines because it quickly cures coughs
ness and professional man in the city anil colds. It will ward off a cold if
and county and a great many in the Cal., formerly of this city, who has
state. If you have any special tal- taken in time.
Contains no opiates.
Sold by all druggists.
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

tc.

j

July-For-

PUBLICATION.

(015975)

follo-

$ij.!)5&

7.IM).

j

NOTICE FOR

of

Yeon:-Meet-

TWENTY-FIV-

DOLLARS

RE- -

WARD.
The city of Santa Fe offers a
reward of $25 for the apprehen- -

sion and conviction of the per- son or persons,
who Sunday
night defaced the property of
several properly owners on
Fast Palac e avenue.
CFLSO LOPF.Z, Mayor.

2

4

2

4

N

The New MexiSociety Stationery
can Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence
cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
N. J. Gorham, cashier Bank of
Woodville, AVoodvi'le, da., had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his kidnoys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley
Kidney Pills from our druggist and
they entfrely relieved me, have more
benefit from them than any other
medicine." Sold by all druggists.
1

4

4

4

1

4

4

4
4

y

Lu-cer-

cross-examin-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
June in, 1H12.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
on June S, lf)07, made homestead entry, No. 115SS, for lots 7 and S and
fcouth half of southeast quarter, section C, township 13 north, range !!
east, New Mexico meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before the Register
and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
day of July, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Noverto S. Torrei, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
Mexico.
Frutoso Gaitegos, of Cerrillos, New
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
New Mexican
Register. bring results.

one-fift- h

one-fift- h

want

A.
ti

ads.

a'wayr

New Mexican Want

results eveiy time.
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ibly tickled for he had been a Wilson
man right from the start, and the Clark
House Nearing Completion
Parish
THE
H0D1D UP .
men had handed him a rather rough
Parish house of the
JiThe new
deal at Clovis.
idraI. a fine two sto'y bl'ick structure,
is going under roof today.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Carlo Digneo,
A man shot
Shootina at Barranca
a baby girl on Thursday at the home
FORECAST.
WEATHER
in a fray at Barranca north of Santa
The highest point of woman's hap- ot Mrs. F. B. Delgado.
Denver, Colo., July 2 New
Fe, was brought in last evening to piness is reached only through mothMissing Girl Safe Louisa Valdez,
Mexico: Local showers tonight
have his wounds dressed.
erhood, in the clasping of her child
by her mother at Alamosa,
reported
much
Not
or Wednesday.
mother-toFlower Girls Fnrtv dnintv flower within her arms. Yet the
Colo., to the chief of police at Albuchange In temperature.
girls in Spanish costume will sell be is often fearful of nature's ordeal
querque, as ill and missing, was locatboutonniers and serve ice cream and and shrinks from the suffering Inci-- j ed
yesterday at a Duke City hotel. The
But forj
dent to its consummation.
cake and lemonade at the plaza fete.
has been employed in one of the
girl
De Vargas Practice The De Varnature
discomforts
ills
and
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent nature's
laundries.
The police department noin
Mother's
and
gas cavalcade had another practice
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- provides remedies,
tified
her
mother
that she was all
ride last evening.
of
medicine
a
found
ing all modern conveniences, incluit Friend is to be
rieht.
Fresh Buttermilk ice cold. Served ing electric light, steam heat and great value to every expectant mother,
at our fountain. Zook's Pharmacy,
B3
baths, in the First National Bank It is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
City Council Tonight A meeting of b iilding.
BIB
Apply to F. M. Jones.
a,Ba
PALACE HOTEL ON
act with beneficial and sooth-In one the goods are rare; in the the city council will be held this evenStrangers to Witness De Vargas whicheffect
SEMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
on those portions of the
at
7:30
o'clock.
ing
ing
are
Many
already
strangers
Pageant
other, well done!
It is intended to
Notice Sparks has quit selling elec- in the city to witness the De Vargas system involved.
The Palace Hotel under new
tric irons. He will let you try one pageant and the hotels are filling up. prepare the system for the crisis, and
suffermanagement is now on the
free and the iron wi'.: sell itself.
WiM Be a Great Fiesta
The plaza thus relieve, it great part, the
plan in reThe Epidemic in Paradise Gulch, a fiesta on Friday will be the center of ing through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
sponse to popular demand.
at
Elks'
the
in
attraction
Santa
will
tonight.
be
Fe.
There
comedy
Improve Their Rarity
Friend will repay any mother in tha
Rooms fiom 73 cents per day
Decorating Plaza Work on decorat- attractive booths and fun for every- comfort
By Good Cooking
it affords before, and the helpChoice rooms and
De
pagupward.
for
the
the
Vargas
body.
plaza
ing
ful restoration to health and strength
suites for regular occupants,
And We Will Guarantee eant and plaza fiesta on Friday began The Dumb Wooing, another good it brings
about after baby comes,
at special rates.
today.
comedy at. the Elks' tonight. Don't Mother's
Friend
First-clasThe Best Results !
restaurant. Speit.
nriss
Horses Pastured on Sunny Slope
is for sale at
cial Sunday dinner for busiContract for Bridg Let The board
Ranch, .2 miles from city. $2 a month.
stores.
The Remembrance of Good grass and water. Address P. 0. of county commissioners yesterday let djug
nessmen and their families.
our
for
Write
Moals 50 cents.
Box C22.
the contract for the bridge across the free book for
Quality Will Linger
The bar room hes been enmothFlag Flies From Masonic Cathedral Santa Fe at Agua Fria street to the expectant
Long After The Appetite The Stars and Stripes were flying Interstate Bridge Company at Kansas ers which contains much valuable
tirely removed.
today from the tower of the Scottish City for $2,200. There were five bids information, and many suggestions ol
Is Satisfied
a helpful nature.
Rite Cathedral.
ranging from $2,200 to $3,100.
And You'll Bob Up
If you want a plumber quick, phone
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. Ca. i
Candy that has earned a reputation
of the Condition of the
.Report
JRes.
157
Johnston's we offer these delightHogle's plumbing shop,
Serenely
ful chocolates in a strictlv Vesh con- approved the final report in the estate
Phone 248 V.
CAPITAL CITY BANK
For The Next Meal !
of J. P. Victory and J. W. Raynolds,
Board of Education The city board dition. Zook's Pharmacy.
H.
of Santa Fe,
board
administrator
J.
The
of education met last evening and acCommissioners
Walker,
appointed
County
cepted the resignation of City Superin- c county commissioners met today as of the estate of Mrs. E. P. McCuen and
State of Xew Mexico at the close of
a board of equalization and heard the allowed the claim of Dr. J. M. Diaz
business June 29, 1912.
tendent J. E. Clark.
Resources.
SEVEN ROOM house with bath for arguments of citizens who were ag- against the Segura estate.
rent or sale Best residence section grieved because of raise in assessment.
Always a good clean show at the Loans on Red! KstnteKeeur-rit- $18,070 04
Loans on Collateral
Two Arrests The city police last Elks. See for yo.irself tonight.
of city. Address, M. B. C, New Mex- Phone 92
other than Heal Instate
36.845 31
night arrested Boh Boulebaid and
a
noon
Noon
This
This
Runaway
IiOins
and discounts all
Garcia, on the charge of drunk- runaway accident occurred on Wash68,736 07
others
enness. They were given a hearing
481 39
ington avenue near Hillside avenue. Overdrafts
this forenoon by Police Magistrate The
TOTAL LOANS
horse attached to a carriage was
$125,032 PI
Jose Maria Garcia.
an automobile and dash&00 00
P.oncls
ican.

What is the difference between
meat shop and a bake shop!

The Home of Quality Groceries

DAILY
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Going Picnicking?

WHAT

I

TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1912.

M.

j
j

A POOR PICNIC

j

j

1

j

Picnic Would Be

A

Try Our Rare Keats

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

FOR

n

s

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

'

AND EVERYTHING

-

THERE 15

i

PlazaMarket Co.

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

j

y

BUTTER!

BUTTER!

rar

m

NOW AT

o

History Now on Sale

ne 4.

F. ANDREWS
gaJHHMKffBWgfl

i
enamel is scratched

THE JEWELER,
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning bnger than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-all-

11

A

It

y.

,

It you

will consider

t

that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil an.l a cleaning
a year.
It vi!l increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch.
7eave your watch with us

l'

Reliable."

a rod bent.

to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
until
in
to
move
order
below
We
are
are
the
cost
sold.
prices
they
putting
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the

E

"Time Pieces That Are

others have

We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference

FOR

Watches
and
Clocks.

off of some of them, and

The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at all
but we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.

;

HEADQUATERS

1

:

We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
slightly damaged, but not enough to hurt them as to service. The

SPT7
I!

-

beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
In satin brass.

There are three

4

size, in white and vernis martin

finish.

r

antaFe Hard ware & Supply

Co.
ESE3'

B. M Read's

Illustrated History of New Mexico, just
from press, is now for sale and may
be ordered directly from the author,
or through the New Mexican Printing

Company. Price $10.
Decorations Will Be Attractive The
decorations and illumination of the
Plaza for Friday will be attractive.
The members of the AVonian's Board of
Trade are working hard to make the
fiesta a delight and a success.
H. E. Finney of Chicago, is making
his annual tour of the stste looking
after his business of tuning ar.d repairing pianos. This is the thirtieth
tour made by him and his patrons
number the oldest and best families
and institutions in the state.
Trip to the Lake Peaks On Sunday,
Bert Sloan will pilot a party to the
Lake Peaks, 12,400 feet above sea
and
level, there amidst snowbanks
fields of columbine, to enjoy nature.
Those wishing to join the party should
let Sloan know at the weather bureau.
The Earth. The July number of the
Earth is at hand. Most of the pictures
and much of the text are devoted to
Tarrant county and Fort Worth. Texas.
Many editorials from the New Mexican
are reprinted in the number, including a long article on the fishing
streams tributary to Santa Fe.
Probate Court In probate court yesterday, Probate Judge Canuto Aland

frightened by
ed into a fence. An aged woman was
thrown out of the carriage and appar-- .
ently badly hurt. The boy with her
remained in the vehicle and finally
controlled the horse.
Try Our Home Made Ice Cream,
made from the purc-s-t and richest' ingredients. Zook's.
Why go hungry when you can get a
stove for $1.50 at GOEBELS.
It Pleased Some and Others Not
oflice has been beleaguered by anxious
office has bee nbeleaguered by anxious
Democrats who watched each line of
telegraph as it came in. Strange to
say, when this afternoon, two minutes
after Wilson's nomination was assured
the Associated Press flashed the tid-- '
ings into the Xew Mexican office, not
all of the Democrats were rejoicing.
However Governor McDonald was vis- -

A Securities
Other Stocks
ItealKstute Furniture and fixtures. U.ltfo
Due from other Jtauks
Bankers
55,780 39
Checks and other Cash
1.636 14
Items
Gold Coin
2. 125 00
Gold Certificates
2,ihh) 00
771 53
Silver Coin
Si:ver Certificates
1.524 00
1 OM) 00
Legal Tenders
National Hank Notes
2,600 00
Total Cash and Sieht

Kxehanire

67.737

TOTAL KKSOURCKS

Liabilities.
Stock
rntiiviiled 1'rofits (leys expenses
and taxes paid)
Deposits subject tocheekSlW.418 8
no

Deposits Time
CertiHed Checks
Cashier's Checks

t.Srt
M2

Ill

TOTAL DEPOSITS
TOTAL LIABILITIES

30.000

lfl
00
173.577

08

$207,950

82

certify that the above statement
and correct.

Is

C. L. UOVVLDS, Cashier.

per doz.pants

the time to set them out

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

5j

if

V

M

k

YOUR

YOUR

BALLOON !

MONEY

But before or after the 4th ou
had better see about getting a
little of your money invested in

f

'.I

RT SGHAF

01

will go up in smoke and
noise. It doesn't take
long to burn up dollars
on the day we celebrate.
Go ahead, it's your own

M

CLOTHES
ft.

It
f

:

(

n

rnnnv

there's where your money lasts
that's the way to get permanent, everyday value. You,
young men, will especially like
our showing of fine suits in
your special styles new blues,
grays, tans, browns and models in Sacks and Norfolks.

f

fit

any Man ia
Town, and Prices to Fit Also. Suits

We Have Suits to

from

$22.50 to $50.00
Copyright

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

true

THE CLARENDON GARDENS
Town

00

4,373 74

I

Now is

Down

08

207 950 82

Capital

Ail colors. $1.00

Phone Black 12.

t'o

NATHAN SALMON

